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ABSTRACT

The problem was to develop a model for school divi-
sion implementation of K to XIf provincial programs.

The procedures involved synthesis of theory derived

from literature review, involvement in current Manitoba

program shifts, and background in curriculum change,.

The model applies to the post-adoption stage of Lhe

implementation process. Five conditions for application

were identified.

Findings are expressed in The ilardy t4ode1 for Program

Implementation which offers a point of view on what is
critical for success. It stresses need to help individuals
and groups get good at program change through ongoing col-
laborative effort related to professional growth goals.

The six critical, interdependent, overlapping design

features are: Critical Tasks Component, Major Planning

Units, Major Contributing Groups, The Teacher as Central,

and Connectors asLeadership and the Linking Agent Ro1e,

Key Components.

The major feature is The Critical Tasks Component:

Identify and Examine Intents of Curriculum
Change: Establish Overview and Define Goals
Organize and lÍanage Curriculum Implementation:
Clarify Processes and Structures
Plan Inservice for Professional Development:
A Continuous Growth Process
Nurture Roles and Relationships that Promote
Effective Change: Assure a Supportive Climate
Recognize Significant Contexts, Current Trends,
Appropriate Resources, and Loca1 Needs with a
Look to the Future: Critical Analysis.

Artful interpretation of this model can improve

quality of school programs.

l_ l_ l_
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CHAPTER Ï

INTRODUCTION: A STUDY OF CUI{RICULUI{ CILANGE

In the past decade, t{anitoba teachers have been

increasingly involved in provincial curriculum development

activities. l{anitoba educators will general11z agree that

several worthwhil.e progralns have recentLy been devel,oped.

However, the implementation stage of the curriculum Ím-

provement process is the most critical i'f planned change

is to be realized. Teachers are seeking stronger support

in meeting implementation demands as nervl.y revised lllanitoba

Department of Education program guidelines are distributed

to school divisions.
There is need for a model of curriculum implemen-

tation for school divisions. School divisions need plan-

ning help to encourage change sought through revi'sed

provincial guideli'nes.

n strong program change model can incorporate theorv

that helps school divisions generate curriculum implemen-

tation designs appropriate to uni'que division contexts.

Io[odels can direct focus on cri'tica]- tasks, key Processes'

and essential relationships. This researcher recognizes

the need for models that summarÍze and clarify the complex

contexts of program implementation.

)
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Planning for effective change in tfanitoba schools

concerns educators at manlr leveIs. The provincial

Department of Education, The lfanitoba Teachersr Society,

faculties of education, school divisions and dlstricts,

and interested lay groups work cooperativel¡z to develop

program guidelines" At each of these levels, i't is gener-

ally recognized that pl-anning for change for the schooJ-

and classroom must be a deliberatelv coordinated and

orchestrated process. This researcher intends to propose

a model- that can guide planning for effective Program

change. '

Background and Purpose

The purpose of this study is to develop a model

for curriculum implementation at the school divisi'on level.

The model should clarifv what must be done well to promote

effective progran change in schools. Purposeful- action

at the school division level requires deliberate design.

James llacdonald stated that one could 't. f ocus

upon theory as the development of frameworks from whi'ch

designs can be generated rather than as the testing of
1

desi'gns. r'*

This researcher intends to propose q model that can

be a framework for school division curriculum implementati'on

planners.

lnonald c. DolI,
I4ass.: Allyn and Bacon,

Curricglum I¡nprovement (Boston,
Inc. | 197 A) | Appendix C. p. 4.22.
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This model should help school divisions become more

effective in curriculum implementation. A strong model is

one that reflects reliable theory in the direction it pro-

poses. This model is to be based upon a coherent rationale

derived from analyses of the revierv of the literature,

interpreted and shaped to offer a pattern for approaching

curriculum implementation. The model will incorporate

what research and past experience suggest as critical to

curriculum implementation success. Deliberate steps have

been taken by thÍs researcher in creating the model so

that it would be applicable to }lanitoba school clivisíons.

A broad literature review was the initial step to

assure a comprehensive overview. Dominant or persistent

themes, issues t or positions were then anallzzed to sift

from the literature what might be critical components to

bui'ld tnto a model for currÍculurn implementation. Having

ordered these ideas derived from the literature, the next

step rvas analysis to determine how theory from the liter-

ature could be matched with what can actuall¡r be observed

in I'{anitoba school divisions. The subsequent stage in

model development involved examining relationship=. The

cri'tical components selected from the J-iterature vrere

judged in complex, real-Li'fe contexts of I( to XII program

irnpLementation projects in i{anitoba school divÍsions.

This analysis demanded more intensive literature search

and probing to isolate what coulcl be key features of a

model. The model evolve<1 through blending what curriculum

/
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v/riters report as significant with realities observed or

experienced. Substantiating these two bodies of knowledge

hras the method used to create a ¡nodel rvhich expresses this

researcherfs point of view.

The model proposed through this study shoulC help

yield answers to common currj-culum implementation questions

posed by professionals in school- divisions. Following

are typical, overlapping queries:

How do we get started?
Irihat real1y makes a difference?
blhat should we be cloing rvell?
How do we get good at change?

How do we recogriize and circumvent barriers
to change?

I{hat would help us in anlr curriculum change
context?
How can we promote quality of educatlonal
experience for cÏrildren?
How can busy teachers help themselves and
effectivel-y utilize others in the Program
change process?
How might we view tt¡-e change Process and
gauge growth of parti'cipants in the process?

These are questions frequently asked by teacherst

principals and school staff, division administrators, anC

those working in curriculum suPport or consultant roles. A

model is needed that can guÍde all these Persons toward

answering their o\.m questÍons. This model can help direct

individuals and groups in their decision making. The model

should assist in establishing stronger working relationships

and common purpose. The proposed model should contribute

to the creation of a supportive, nurturing, change-climate
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where problems and challenges of the change process can

be effectively met.

Curriculum writers have oroposed theories worth

incorporating in models for strengthening school programs.

The literature also offers much on why and how implementa-

tion efforts have failed to strengthen actual classroom

programs. Reports on failures were analyzed by this

researcher to isolate theory that needs to be incorporated

in emerging models. This researcher will propose a model

that can direct a positive process for improving programs

for children. This model will highlight what to do rather

than what to avoid.

State¡nent of the Problem

The purpose of the study is to develop a model for

curriculum implementation in school divisions.

Assumptions

There are major principles, supported by research,

that reflect generalllz accepted stances regarding curricu-

lum impiementation. These may be stated as assumptions,

held by practicing l4anit.oba teachers, that reflect the

expectations placed upon them as professionals. Those

assumptions indicate responsibilities of school division

administrators and imply relationships commonly accepted

as integral to any school division curriculum implemen-

tation project.
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Eollowing are some assumptions under which this

study is conducted:

1. Teachers are expected to base their teaching on

program goals issued by a provincial department of educa-

tion.
2. As a professional, a teacher must critically

analyze implications of current provincial program intents.

The teacher interprets the guidelines in rva¡¡s that best

meet needs of the learners to whom that teacher is res-

ponsible. The teacher, thereforer has a key decision-

making role in any school program shift

3. School divisions are accountable for providing

school programs based on provincial program goa1s.

4. Responsibilitlz for professj-onal development of

teachers in preparation for implementing new programs is

shared by individual teachers, the school division, and

the provincial department of education. Prime responsi-

bility for actual implementation rests with the school

division and its teachers.

5. Faculties of education can be involved in the

professional- development process in a school division in

hrays that directly reLate to imple¡nentati'on of parti'cu1ar

provincialllz developed school programs.

6. Implementation of curricular programs is a

process of complex interaction among students, teachers,

school division administrators, parents, other profes-

sionals, and the concerned community.
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7. Planners for curriculum implementation of a

particular school program must recognize the integrative

relationships of that program with other components of the

school program.

8. Curriculum implementation is ongoing, dynamic,

and cyclical in nature.

9. The school principal is the most important indi-

vidual affecting implementation.

10. The individual school is the key uni't for change.

11. Teachers in each school- need to be effecti:øeI1r

involved in activities leading io formal adoptlon of'a
particular program pri'or to í'nvolvement in actuaL impte-

mentation.

12. Change and resistance to change is inevitable.

Teachers need support in rneeting ch4nge demands, There is

need to reduce perceived th.reats, anxieties, and resistance,

in ways that promote professi'onal growth. DeLi'berEte

school division strategies are needed to promote teackler

confidence and competence in any division-wide curricular

innovation.

Limitations

l. A researcher ahrrays brings strong personal. bfas to the

decision-making process. Consequently, this study will be

coloured by a personal philosophy of educatlon and specific

experiences directly related to curriculum impJ-ementation

activities in various ltanitoba contexts.
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2. The study is conducted over a period of eighteen

months.

3. There is lack of documentation on !{anitoba model-s for

program implementation at the division leve1. This lirnits

the opportunity to compare the proposed design with other

models currently utÍ1ized in !,Ianitoba. The Lord Selkirk

School Division has been the major division context used

as reference as this model rvas being developed. This

researcher assumed that curriculum implementation needs

and conditions in other Manitoba divisions have much ín

conmon with the Lord SelkÍrk School Division. Therefore,

as the decisions in designing the model were made, it was

assumed that what seened apProPriate to the Lord Selkirk

School Division context would also apply to other !{anitoba

divisions' Further to that' appricabi'Iit1' of the model to

dlvisionsldistricts outside Manitoba i..s expected where the

assumptions of this studY exist.

4. There may be significant curricu].um implementatÍ'on

findings detected through this literature revierv which <1o

not directly relate to the PurPose of this study and wi1L,

therefore, not be incorporated in the model-. Other find-

ings may not be congruent with this researcherrs personal

experience or the current Manitoba program contexts. Such

findings are noted within the botl¡¡ of the report on tlle

literature and are expressed through reconmendations.
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Delimitations

Following are the delimitations of the study:

1. The scope of the study is limited to school division

implementation of provincially issued K - XII programs.

The study is not intended to apply to implementation of

localIy initiated programs at division, school or class-

room level.

2. The literature review was conducted in the period

January I, 1982 to Iarch 31, 1983.

a) Printed resources dated after 1975 are the

prime references.

b) Only printed references available in English

$/ere reviewed.

c) Reports of Canadian curriculun writers are

given greatest consideration.

3. The study focus is on design features of a divl'si'on

plan that promotes the professional growth needs of tea-

chers as they prepare themselves for the initial phase of

program implementation. The study does not directl-y

addresq the needs of division evaluation of the impi-emen-

tation process or the program implemented.

4. The scope of the study is narrowed to identifving

elements of a theoretical model and does not report on

application or testing of the model.
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Definition of Terms

Terms that may have a specía1 meaning necessary for

understanding this study and its recomrnendations are:

Curriculum guides: documents issued by provincial or

state departments of education to be used as program guide-

Iines in a school district or school division.

Proqram guides: a term used interchangeably with the

term, curriculum guides.

K to XII: Kindergarten to Grade XII inclusive.

Adoption: a formal decision by a school division or

district to implement particular curriculum guidelines

issued by the provincial or state department. of education.

The decision is reached when users (division uni't, school

unit, and individual teachers) express formal acceptance

of proposed change and commitment to assume responsi-

bilities for impJ-ementation.

Implementation: a process of realizing change by

putting into classroom practice the intents of the pro-

vincial or state I( to XII curriculum gui'des.

Insqrvice: .planned activities for practicing teachers

to meet educational purposes that have direct rel"evance

to the particutar K to XII program being implemented i'n a

division.

Professional development : acquisition of knowLedge,

understandi'ngs, and skill-s that contribute to becoming an

tncreasingly competent educator.

Provincial: used interchangeably with the term, state.

I



CHAPTER II

REVIETII OF' THE LITERATURE
ON PROGR.A,TÍ I}{PLEI.IEI{TATIOII

Introduction: The Critical Tasks
or

Feature ora rogram nge 14 l_

One walz to identify critical components for a curri-
culum implementation model is .to consider the litera.ture
of the 80rs, review reports from the 60ts, survelz what

worked in the 70's and decide what is promisÍng for the

future. This chapter reports such a literature search.

Analysis of the literature that relates to school

division implementation indicates that five criticaL tasks

compose the major design feature for an effective program

change model. This Critical Tasks Component incorporates

the following five complex interrelated tasks:

1. fdentiflz and Examine Intents of Curriculum
Change: EstablÍsh Overview and Define Goal_s

2'. Organize and lfanage for Curriculum Impl-emen-
tation: Clarify Processes and Structures

3. Plan Inservice for professional Development¡
Assure a Continuous G,rolth I'rocess

4. Nurture Roles and Relationships that promote
EffectÌve Change; Assùre a Supportive CLimate

5. Recognize Significant Contexts, Current Trends,
Appropriate Resources, and Loca1 lieeds w.ith a
Look to the Future: Criti'cal Analy.si.s.

as- tt
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This hrriter has identified that these five critical

tasks must be attended to in any specific program change

project. The five tasks must be highlighted as a major

feature in a program change mode1. This researcher identi-
fied the tasks by analyzíng what curriculum writers report

as significant to successful schoot program innovations.

Literature reports on the many implementation failures
contributed other ideas on what must be incorporated in

desÍgns. The literature on program change models stresses

the complexity of the process.

The literature reports on implementation are varied.

Implementation issues are öften submerged within contexts

that concentrate on the program development stage. l"lany

wrÍters focus on dj-screte segrments of the process with
simplistic disregard for the complexity of school division
implementation proj ects

Through this literature review, the Critical Tasks

Component has been identified as the major component of a

proposed model for program change. The literature report
that fo]-lows focuses on each of the five critical tasks.

The Crttical Tasks Component specifies five key responsl-

bilitles for action shared by all participants engaged in
the program change process. Those are the key tasks which

\must be well done by all persons collaborating. They are

the ongoing responsibilities that directly relate to all
other facets of a change model. All five task categories

overlap and have direct relatÍonship to curriculum
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activities that precede the adoption stage in the curri-

culum process. The five task categories can be thought of

as interactive elements of the dynamic curriculum imple-

mentation process. The five critical tasks must be assumed

in concert, guarding balance and harmony. Findings from

the literature indicate that a program implementation

model should promote effective orchestration of the

actions identified in The Critical Tasks Component.

In the literature, there is strong consistency in

the way program change problems are categorized. The

breadth and complexity of the implementation challenge

are always stressed. The literature offers few conclusive

solutions but there are particular directions in which

curriculum writers predict greatest success in moving

curriculum from paper to practice.

This writer has analyzed the recurring, persistent

themes of curriculum wrÍters. There is evidence that
strengthened programs can emerge through artful application

of a model that incorporates the five key tasks of the

implementation process. The report that follows presents

opinion from the literature that supports the selection

of these five action categories. This Literature report

Ís organized under the five statements which summarÍze

the five complex, critical tasks to be tackled in the \
implementation change process. Subheadings are used to

emphasize what curriculum writers propose as appropriate

actions.
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The Critical Tasks Component

1. fdentify and Examine Intents
of Curriculum Change: Establish
Overview and Define Goa1s

All persons involved in curriculum implementation

must identify and examine intents of any proposed program

change. Implementation success and program quality depends

largeI1z on how well this task is done. The task is a

major undertaking through which participants can establish

a broad understanding and overview of the meaning of a

particular program shift. Through a comprehensive overview

can emerge a holistic grasp of what is involved in i.r*=
of changing. As intents are examined, participants can

determine specific aoals which help them set direction for

what might ultimately be realized with students. The

goals will be both Índívidual and- group goal-s. This re-
searcher witl report on the literature that relates to

this cri'tical curriculum task under the following two

headings:

a) Identify and Examine Intents of a
Proposed Program Change

b) Aòsure Conditions that
Effective Goal Setting
School Programs.

Support
for Improving \

a) Identify and Examlne Intents of
a Proposed Program Change

From the literature of the 80's, three Canadian

authorities on curriculum offer particularly useful- frame-

works for thinking about the meaning of change in the

i'mpLementation process. Michael Ful1an, Dianne L. Comrnon,
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and David Pratt are dynamic curriculu¡n leaders who have

synthesized the best of what was written in the 70rs about

curriculum implementation. They stress need for a broad

focus in viewing curriculum change. They offer significant

ideas that, apply to all of the five action categories pre-

sented in this literature report. Their views appear in

this first section of the literature report which esta-

blishes a base for developing an implementation model.

Theír views are dealt with under the following three

headings which summarize their key recommendations:

(1) Explore the êhange process: get good
at change through organized common
Sense

(2) Recognize the participants and key
roles in the change context

(3) Determine what to change and how
to change.

(t) Explore the change process: get good
at change through organized common sense

Ilichael Fullan is this decader s most widely quoted

Canadian authority on factors affecting curriculum imple-

mentation. He bases his views on evidence analyzed from

twelve years of .intensive research. He reports, !'. note-

worthy convergence of findings from two relatively distinct
Jbodies of research " that on school innovation and

that on school effects.'r His bookr The Meaning of Educational

Change, published by The Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, 1982, provides specific direction for dealing

with problems of educational change:
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A large part of the problem of educational
change may be less a question of dogmatic
resistance and bad intentions (atthough
there is certainly some of both) and more
a question of difficulties related to
planning and coordinating a multi-level
social process involving thousands of
PeoPle. 2

Michael Fullan confirms that there has been little

success in putting into practice curricula adopted in the

1960rs and 1970rs (Silberman, 1970; Hillan, I972; Fullan and

Pomfret, L977) . In his book, Fullan identifies "factors
which affect whether or not an adopted or decided-upon

change happens in practice. " He explains that processes

beyond the adoption stage of the curriculum are much more

intricate than the preceding stages where focus is on

"product development I-egislation and other ron paper'

changes . i Real change is related to what people

actually do or do not do folloqing the adoption.3

Fullan outlines the change process in three phases:

" factors leading up to and affecting adoption

. factors affecting implementation (the adoption

process being one of them), which in turn affect the extent

of implerqentation (and continuation) defined as change in
practice on the part of teachers and students

. outcomes.

Fullanrs description of the change process includes analysis

of factors affecting implernentation identified in his chart

that follows:

2

(Toronto:
3

Ilichael Fu1lan, The lÍeaning of Educational Change
OISE Press, 1982) , p. 54.

Ibid. r p. 54.

I
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I7

Factors Affecting Implementation

Characteristics of the Chanqe

ÌIeed and relevance of
Clarity
Complexity

the change1
2
3
4

+

B.

Quality and practicality of program
(materials, etc. )

Characteristics at the School District Level

5.
6.
7.
8.
c¡

10.

The history of innovative attempts
The adoption process
Central administrative support and involvement
Staff development (in-service) and participation
Time-line and information system (evaluation)
Board and community characteristics

Characteristics at the Schoo1 Levelc

11.
12.
13.

The principal
Teacher-teacher relations
Teacher characteristics and orientations

D. Characteristics External to the Local System

L4. Role of government
15. External assistanee.

Fullanrs chart presents a framework for thinking and for
organi zíng specific discussion about how and why particular

factors are important. His chart can have application in
determining school division deslgns that incorporate the

school-unit focus. Fullan proposes that " . . u the more of

the interacting fífteen factors supporting the impl-ementation

the more change in practice will be accomplished."4

Fullan admits the enormous complexity of needs I
related to better implementation designs ancl the immense

challenge for planners. He comments, facetiousJ-y, that one

could oversimplify! Fullan suggests that the idealist's

4 Ibid., pp. 56-57.
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dream of effective management of educational change could

1ie in the fifteen factors (and all their subvariables and

interactions), perfectly directed and harmoniously orches-

trated. He concludes: "I^le need better implementation

plans, . we need to know how to change our planning

process, . we need to know how to produce better plan-

ners and implementors. " Fullan emphasizes that knowing

the critical factors is only the first step. He indicates

that educational arts must be applied. 5

In his chapter "The Future of Educational Changer"

Michael Fu11an identifies nine significant themes as chal-

lenges in planning any school division curriculum innovation.

First, he stresses need for balance of cognitive and social

goa1s. Then, Fu11an deals with fidelity versus variation
issues of planned change for both the "I^lhat' and rrHor^rrr levels

of any change. He reports that where groups of people*

interact and cooperatively make choices in planning, the

actuaL curricul-um change is more balanced. Fullan cal1s

for less privatism ¿unong school division professional-s and

more interaction, contÍnuous professional sharing, and

-t,rusting environments. 'rTo get good at change" is the

primary goaI. Planning for particular changes should

viewed i'n that larger context. "[Ve do need a

thinking about educational change rvhich places

emphasis on what happens during the first year

attempted implementation. " 
6

5 Ibid., p

Ibid., p

80.

292.6

new way

be

of

ofa
,Fot

or more of
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Ful-lan highlights the themes "Time and Change,"

"Leadership and Changer" "Grandeur versus Incrementationr "

"Meaning and Changê r" and "School and Society. " Inlhile all

these themes are worthy of consideration, Fullanfs kelz

statement for planners at all levels is, "The goal is to

get good at change."7 Keeping Fullanrs message in mind,

implementors of each specifie K to XII school program are

required to work within the larger cumulative context of

the change process in a school division. Fullanrs con-

clusions demand that school division models reflect com-

prehensive and long-range approaches.

Fullan writes effectively on the need to find

meaning in change: "I{e have to know what change looks like
from the point of view of the individual teacher, student,

parent, and administrator.rr He discusses the need to

understand organizational and interorganizational factors

affecting the change processs

One of the most promising features of this
new knowledge about change is that successful
exampl-es of innovation are based on what
might be most accurately labled rorganized
coÍrmon sense. t I

Fullants analysis j-ndicates that a school division
model should be the "organized common sense" design that
helps division participants get good at change.

'7'Ibid., pp. 288-297.
t

I Ibid., pp" ix-x.
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(Ð Recognize participants and key
roles in the change process

In Part II of his book, Fullan deals with "Educational

Change at the Local Level" with a chapter devoted to each

of the six roles at local school and school district leve1s.

The roles are: teacher, principal, student, district adminis-

trator, consultant, and parents and the community. Other

literature reviewed confirms his choice of the most signifi-
cant roles in implementation.9 In addition, many wríters
also identify the "linking agent" roIe. How the linking
agent functions can be shared within Fullanrs six ro1es, is

a topic dealt with in other sections of this paper. Many

researchers report the need to directly involve academics

and teacher educators. Collaboration and active involvement

of univeristy staff is reported to enhance school- division
professional development activities.

(3) Determine what to change
and how to change

f'The problem of meaning Ís central to making sense of

educational change." Fullan stresses that all individuals
at all levels of the educational system in individual and

collective contexts, must r'. cont.en<l with both the ïIHAT

of change and the HOW of change with aÌÂ¡areness of interactive
relationships. " Many attempts at change fail because no

distinctions are made between theories of change (I{I'IAT causes
I

I Ibid., pp. L07-2L4.



change) and theorÍes
.10

causes) -

2L

of changing (HOI{ to inf luence those

Kenneth Leithwood confirms that change must be viewed

as individual to the persons involved in school division

implementation projects. Participants need to recogníze

and clarify meaning of a proposed change. This includes

setting personal goals and determining strategies for

changing. Leithwood proposes nine interrelated dimensions

for developing an innovation profile. One of the nine, the

platform dimension, underlies the others. Leithwood defines

curriculum platforms as positions, orientations t ot sets of

principles which form the decision-making base for any par-

ticular implementor. He writes that proposed program change

must be described in relation to existing teacher practice,

while highlighting the novel features of the innovation. ïf

teachers are to take notíce, change must be discussed in

terms a teacher can relate to his/her rvork with students.

Critical change features should be openllz dealt with using

the s¿Lme language as that appearing in program guideli'nes.

Existing practice and intended practice are key topics.

Monitorinþ and evaluation in a program change project clepend

on teachers clearly recognizing specific !,rays they wish to

change in their classroom teaching practice. Teachers must

examine int.ents of a program and clearly establish their
platform for chang..11

.!".ì 
t,r

/.

lorbid., p.

1lK.rrrr.th A.
Innovation, " Journal

xr.

Leithwood, "The Dimensions of Curriculum
of Curriculum Studies 13:1 (1981): 25-36.
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Any plan that involves change for the adult teacher

must recognize characteristics of the adult learner. Learn-

ing is individual" The Iiterature offers direction helpful
to planners introducing new provincial curriculum guidelines.

One example ís the lJewton report that identifies the adult
learner as "an autonomous, experience-laden, goal-seeking,
Inoiv' oriented, problem-centred individual."12 These are

qualities that must be recognized in creating models that
propose to promote teacher development. The individual
adult learners need to identify and examine intents of a

proposed curricular change. Curriculum writers agree that
top-down administrative models have failed to put programs

in pIace. Principals and teachers are ident,if ied as the kelz

adult learners who must be supported in their self-directed
learning process. Through that support can come the pro-

fessional growth that can best,assure program improvement.

-.$-
1

\l:'-

b) Assure Conditions that Support Effective
Goal- Settíng for Improving School Programs

Following are eight recommendations that
the literature as views strongly and consistently

(1) Include measurement issues in the
deci sion-making process

(2) Recognize relationships of elements
critical to the dynamic pJ-anning
process

emerge from

expressed:

:-]¡."
.,--1"''

(3) Recognize
necessary
provement

school division conditions
for planning program im-

.,/'

l2Errrri.. shead Newton,
Journal of Readinq (February,

"The Adu1t as a
L977) t 362I.

Learner, "



Analyze

Strive
making

(6) Create change models that promote
understanding with holistic sense

(71 Maintain flexibility and diversity
in change model-s

(8) Engage in ongoing evaluation within
program change contexts.

eight statements are used as headings to report litera-
findings on effective goal-setting for program improve-

(4)

(s)
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through decision-making teams

for excel-lence in decision-

These

ture

ment.

(1) Include measurement issues in the
decision-mak5-ng change process

llichael Fullan and Alan Pomfret report on their
analysis of more than 15 major studíes reviewed in their
articles "Research on curriculum and rnstruction rnnpremen-

tation. " Topics dealt with are¡

. reasons for studying implementation

. defining and measuring implementation

. determinants of implementation

. policy implementations.13

It ís worth noting the factors seen as determinants of
implementation j-solated by Fu11an and Pornfret in l-977 z

Characteristics of the Innovation

Explicitness (what, who, when, how)
Complexity

1310i"h""1 Fullan and Alan pomfret, #R"""urch on
Curriculum and Instruction Implementationr', Review of
Educational Researc}¡¡ 47 (I¡Iinter, L977) z 336 -393.
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Strategies

Inservice training
Resource support (time and materials)
Feedbaclc mechanisms
Participation

Characteristics of the Adopting Unit

Adoption process
Organizational climate
Environmental support
Demographic factors

Characteristics of l"Iacro Sociopolitical Units

Desi-gns questions
Incentive system
Evaluation
Political complexity. T4

Ful1an identifies five dimensions through which

currÍcu1um change can be examined:

subject matter or materials
organÍ zatÍona1 structure
roler/behavior
knowledge and understanding
value iñternalization. 15

Fullan reports that measurement of implementation

success can be related to these five conceptual dimensions

in implementation contexts. FuI1an identifies observation

methods as the most rigorous measurement of behavioral

fidelit.y,or degree of implemenÈation if the innovation is
reasonably well specified. The impact of observers on the

performance of users is not clear. Observation methods may

sometimes be gauging only mechanical aspects of an innovati

It may be that observation methods are less adequate for
assessing dimensions such as degree of understanding of

L4

on.

15

rbid.,
rbid. ,

p.365.

p. 367.
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program philosophy and general strategies of the innovation.

Unstructured observation methods do have the advantage of

identifying more specific dimensions peculiar to a parti-

cular innovatiorr. 16 The unstructured observations would

allow methods of ethnography consistent rvith Eisnerrs view of

critical analysis. Unanticipated outcomes and hidden curri-
culum can be identified through unstructureC observati-on.

Fullan and Pomfret go on to note the Goodlad and

Kline (f970) findings on the problems in the use of ques-

tionnaire methods for measurement of implementation success.

They also comment on discrepancies between what is reported

and what is actual practice, Other methods such as focused

interview (HaII and Loucks, I976) and document analysis are

reported to be of some use (Downey et a1., 1975) .

Measuring implementation must be thought of as

capturlng a 'snapshotr of what users are actually doing at

any one point in the implementation process. Ongoing

measurement will require different techniques for a range
1'7of purposes.-' The perspectives of fidelitlz and degree of

adaptation are given as kev reasonsfor measurement in the

Fullan-Pomfret analysi s.

(2) Recognize relationships of elements
critical to the dynamic planning procçßs

' Dr. Dianne L. Common, in her report given to the

canadian Association for curriculum studies, saskatoon, Ig79l

:s:..'

16

T7

Ibid., p. 365.

Ibid., p. 367.
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anal-yzed the process of curriculum implementation. She pro-

posed ansr^ters to what she identifies as the five fundamental

guestions. Dr. Commonr s questions r{ere:

. T{hat are the elements of the curriculum
implementation process?

. tr'lho are the curriculum implementation
actors?

. What are the necessary conditions for
curriculun implementation?

. Hor'r does the currÍcu1um implementation
occur?

. IrÏhat are the consequences of the curricul-um
implementation process?

Dr. Commonrs answers to these questions b¡ere derived from

analysis of twenty-five research studies on impl-ementation

reported since 1968" Sixteen of the twenty-five studies

she analyzed were published in 1975 or later. Dr. Commonr s

views are expressed in her model: "A Theoretical l,fodel for

the Curriculurn ImpJ-ementation Process: Change Possibilities
and fmplementation Elements. I'

Dr. Common has had first-hand experÍence in the

I4anitoba school system. Since 1975, she has served as

teacher-educatorr âs curriculum designer of SociaI Studi'es

materials at the provincial Level, and as implementor of

school-based curriculum projects in bot,h rural and urbant
settings. As she reviewed the literature, one has reason

to assume she brought to the task a practlcal¡ Canadian, and

Íntegrated viewpoint. Her conclusions are, therefore, like1-y

to provide a useful frame of reference for school divisíon
implementation designers.
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For this report, it is useful to sumrnarize Dr.

commonrs ans$¡er to her first question, "lalhat are the elements

of the curriculum development process?" she identifies four

main elements:

. the proposed curriculum: to be examined for com-

plexity, clarity, and practicality

. the teacher as user of the curriculum: to be con-

sidered in terms of user of knorvledge and understanding of
the curriculum, new skills anð./or roles to be learned, arid

indivÍdual motivation to implementation. Dr. Common indicates
that the teacher as curriculum-user performs three necessary

and useful functions during implementation. These functions
are planner, performer, and monitor/evaluator.

the manager of the implementation process: a

leadership role which can be shared. The manager/leader role
blends with the evaluating function. The manager anticipates
potential problems and activelv resolves them and structures
the implementation process to assure effective planning. The

third major facet of the manager's role has to do with moti-
vation and involves rewarding, encouragirg, facilitating,
and supporting the prÍme users as they work at implementation
Ín an open organizational climate. Dr. common -indicates the

v

manager must be perceived by users (teachers) as sincere and

knowledgeable of the curriculum. Direct associatÍon in key

facets of implementation involves resources, structures,
communication networks, and decision-making structures.

. recervlnq orqanization: characterized by adapta-

tion, reception to change, and ínnovation. openness within
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a supportive organizational climate is identified as essen-

tial to change and growth conditions. User morale is cited

as crucial to ímplementation success and studies reported

by Dr. Common stress organizational morale as a critical
factor.

, Dr. Common comments on the Farrington Study (1974)

which reports on the temporary subsystem or 'collaborative
systemr that helps the user achieve independent use of the

curriculum. Numerous studies reported in the literature had

focus on collaborative systems and the roles of linking
agents. Through an effective planning process fór program

implementation, future classroom programs should be more

predictable and more adequately evaluated.

Curriculum implementation is a deliberate planning

process. Dr. Commonts model presents planni'ng as the means

of implementation that Ínvolves interacti'on of the four
elements in a dynamic process.

Dr. Common portrays the relationships among curricu-
Ium implementation elements: I'The nature of their inter-
actions is the process of implementati'on planntng. The

model only implies relati'onshi'ps but does not

relati'onships. " 
18

depcribe

Dr. Common states, "The research literature has

concluded that if implementation actlvities are left to
chance, there will be little likelihood of implementation

l8Dianne 
1,.

paper presented to
Studies, Saskatoon,

Commonr "Curriculum Implementation, I'

the Canadian Association for CurricüIum
1979, p. 15.
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curriculum must be a del-iberate, planned

school division conditions
for planning program improvement

her article, "T\i'ro Decades of Curriculum Innovation

Chang e" in Education Canada, Fall, 1981, Dr.

Dianne Common comments on her search of the l-iterature on

curriculum innovation. She identifies the following:

best unit for change is the individual school-,
particularly in individual classrooms where
teachers understand the curriculum and the
nature of the content.

a school must make a decision to adopt the
curri'culum qnd thel proceed to impl.ement

curricuJ.um implementation needs to be
accepted as a pI-anning process bounded by
the adoption decision of a partícu1ar pro-
gram and i'ts goals

the function of implementation planning is
to provide/construct a set of condi'tions
within a schoo]- so that the instructional
practices impli'ed or prescribed by the
curricul-um can occur

. the school. administrator ls the most impor-
tant indivlduaL affecting implementatiicñ.20

To see how a school implements after adopting a

curriculum,, Cornmon reports that one must examine

1) teachers, 2) administrator, 3) schooL as an organizati'on,

and 4) the currÍcul-r*.21 
"hur.cteristics 

of the curriculum

directly affecting the implementation process must he

L9Ibid. p. 18,
20DÍanne rr. Common¡ ttTwo Decades

Innovation and So Littl-e Change, Education
198L2 43.

2Irbid., p. 44.

of CurricuXum
CEnadA (FaL1.¡
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questioned as to: degree of change, risks involved, va1ue

shifts, and perceived practÍcaIity.

If a curricul-um is to be used , Dr. Common reports

that teachers and administrators have the following needs:

skills prescribed by the curriculum

knor^rledge of the curricul-um

positive and cooperative attitude

choices and opportunities to participate
in making decisions

opportunity to learn new methodsf
content, roles

There is reason to suppose that if persons are to

use newly revised provÍncial guidelines, this lÍ'st of needs

must be met through whatever model is used in program

implementation. How closely changes in practice match

intents of program developers will likely depend on how

well teachers are helped. Teachers need help in examining

proposed shifts in ways that get them to look at qrhat they

want to do differently. This researcher detects this
emphasis in the literature on promoting teacher asserttve- 

_r'.

ness in self-directed action toward changed practice.

I¡iithout much inservice support, many teachers blunt\

the effect of new curriculums through a process called

"assimil-atj-on to the farniliar." Rather than change, a

teacher may define new skills and roles in a manner consis-

tent with past or tradi-tional values, norms, habits, and

22practices.-- Teachers often fool themselves and others

t') Ibid., p. 45.
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rather than tackle the challenge of change.

Dr. Common híghlights the role of the administrator

in the following change functions:

. create a supportive encouraging school
environment

. encourage a task-oriented organizational
. environment while facilitating and

directing implementation planning and
decision making

. provide resources and establish communi-
cation and feedback networks in an open
and adoptive organizational "sub-
structure" that launches a curriculum
in a school-

. recognize, encourager and reward efforts
of teacher-implementors b1t giving
explicit, steady, positive suPPort

" solve problems

. be knowledgable about curriculum

. recognize strengths and weaknesses of
teachers

. define and maintain resource allocations

" organize and direct planning sessions

. determine inservice needs

supervise and evaluate i-mplementation
pr09rams

. actively plan and supervise the imple-
mentation process.zS

Dr. Common suggests that principals must respond in

these functions. Principals are in the key change

They can better assure the cl-imate for change when

23 Ibid., p. 46.

terms of

rol-e.

they
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recogníze the key elements and conditions that facilitate

the change process.

(4) Analyze through decision-making teams

David Pratt, Queenr s University¡ wês presenter at a

two-day workshop on Curriculum Design, in I^linnipeg, Itfay,

L982. He discussed the process of analysis and decision-

making in currioulum implementation. IIe proposed some

practical guidelines for establishing curriculum teams. FIe

sÈressed the need for genuinely cooperative and collabor-

ative working of members of a team, Pratt suggested that

subdividing tasks and then working in isolation wil-l not be

productive. His ideas fit well with what has been reported

of the Fullan and Common analyses.

In his book, Curriculum Design and Development I

Pratt offers comment on three critical elements of school

teams:

Conditions of work must be clearly
defined and supported by management.

Team size is best if
to seven members for
creativity.

limited from five
practicality and

Expertise required should be assessed
and met by members or planned for.

Pratt writes about personal qualities

curriculum teams. Motivation is t'certainly a

tLtor. "-'

24

(New York:

of effective

central fac-

David Pratt, Curriculrum Desigtn and Development
Harcourt Bráce Jovanovictr, Inc., L980l r p. 2L.
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David Pratt offers the term "dispositions" (Thomas

and Znanicki, L954) to express the idea of "readiness or

tendency to act in a certain way." Dispositions, he defines

ãst ". latent, abstract sets, potentialities, habits,

tendencies, or capacities." We might think of disposi|íons

as "a state of mind involving a qualitative, usually positive

or negative, and often unconscious, judgement that influences

an individual to act in a certain way toward a material or

ideational object. " For curriculum implementation, disposi-

tions of persons in key roles will be major determiners in

what happens in practice. Dispositions involve conscious

and unconscious personal response, based on personal philoso-

phy, values, and motives. Questions for curriculum leaders

then become, "lrlhich disposition should be developed?"

Honest appraisal is required. I'Dispositions are concerned

not with what the learner can do but with what he or she

does do. r' Pratt challenges teachers to think about

"disposi-tions as objectÍves in school curriculum and then

to question: Are they l-egÌtimate? Are they feasiblezn25

In curriculum impl-ementation design, a major concern is

how to deal with the question of user-disposit.ion. The

users must establish overview and meaning in personaL terms

before they can contribute effectively to team goal--setling.

Balanced response in implementing new or revised Programs i's

Iikely where teachers have opportunity to weigh proposed

25 Ibid., p, 178.
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shifts and prepare themselves to do things differently for

reasons they decide are important. Motivation is then a

generator of change.

Pratt also uses the term "experience objectives"

which might apply well in expressing goal statements for

school-based teacher professional development designs for

"intrinsically valuable experiences. " Pratt seeks to

liberate teacher creativity and promote teacher development

in the "arts" of teaching.26

(5) Strive for excellence
in decision-making

Three Canadian curriculum authorities srere chosen in

this review to represent consensus from the literature on

global issues related to establishing meaning and direction

in curriculum planning. All three have already been quoted

in this paper alluding to the "arts. of orchestrating the

complex plans. Another elusive critical component is re-

ferred to in much of the literature. It is a quality of

educational excellence in judgement that some teachers */^

possess. At all levels and in all roles in the decision-

making process, the ability to "read the scene" and make

"best decisions" is seen as an ideal.27

Elliot Eisner in his book The Educational ImasinaLion:

On the Design and Evaluation of School- Programs proposes a

possible framework for developing educational arts. He

26 Ibid., p. 179"

27Fullan and Pomfret, "Research on Curricultrlltr "
pp. 335-393.
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directs us to a |tcomplementary approach" to curriculum

improvement. He proposes rrthe uses of art for dealing vrith

the problems of designing and evaluating educatÍonaI pro-

grarns.u2S He suggests a need to balance what has been a

systematic, scientific approach to curriculum implementation

planning.

Eisner admits he is testing a new field of educational

Ínquiry. His name appears in bibliographies of many curri-

cul-um writers. Eisnerrs influence is noted, but the Eisner

ideas are not directly applied in models for evaluation of

the curriculum implementation process. Eisner sa]¡s educa-

tional program planners could t'try to perceive and conceptu-

aLíze the whole first, and then work on the problems of

differentiation. " One must have some sense of the whole in

order to know where things belong and how they functìon. He

offers this approach, used by artists, âs ". . . a way of

working. I' He stresses need to t'. . . consider problems in

context. r' He recognizes neêd ". to respond to changing

pattern of the context.rr lle values !'. the ability to

know what is occurring.u29

Ëi=rr"r explains two terms that could lead to greater

excellence on the curriculum Ímplementation scene.

Educational connoisseurship is the art of
appreciating what is educat ionally :. slgnf f i.cqnt.
ft is a means through which the shape of the
context and the configurations within it can

28Elliot !,r7. Eisner, The Educational ion: On
the Desi and Evaluation oo ams New or

an ng ompany,

29 Ibid., p. vii.

nc. , 7 r PP. vii-viii.
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be recognized so that intellige4t decisions
about tñat context can be maAé.30

A complementary term to educational connoisseurship

calls educational criticism. Educational criticism

is "not so much a role as a function."3l ït is a way to

pursue curriculum aims more effectively. It is part of

school feedback systems Elmong professional educators when

commenting on character and quality of their work. The term

"educational criticism" relates to teacher and student

activitles. It also has application for school dÍvisi'on

implementation planners who orchestrate crlti'cal components

as programs are being put in place. It is rel-ated to,what

Fullan and Pomfret called t'unstructured observati'on. "32

The author's views can be reflected in divi'sion irnplernen-

tation models that promote educational connoisseurship and

educational criticism.

Michael Ful1an writes of evaluation in curriculum

implementation as capturing a 'rsnapshottr of the sequence of

the changing scene. He recognizes formati've evaluation in
the process. David Pratt has been quoted as promoting an

"arts" fqcus. Dianne Common stresses integrated approacles.

Elliot Eisner challenges educational innovators to explore

holistic, people-oriented relationships. All these

30

31

32

Ibid., p. x.

Ibid., p. 22I,

Fullan and Fomfretr ltResearcÏr on Cunricul,ufi¡t"
B. 335.
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highlight evaluatj-on and excellence in judgement

agree with Eisner that "criticism itself is in

It is evident from the literature that the school

princlpal is the key determiner in curriculum innovation

success. Eisner's proposals apply to school-leveI educa-

t.ional leaders. Leadership issues will be referred to again

in another section in this paper, "I{urturing Roles and

Relationships. "

The next section of this report proposes that pro-

gram intents be considered wit.h holistf.c view whÍle applying

both art and science to planning for program change.

(6) Create change models that promote
understanding with hol"istic sense

I,Ii1liam Pinar, editor of Curriculum Theorizi'ng ,

classifies major contemporary curriculum theorists. He

gives background to a movement which would promote imple-

mentation models that challenge teachers "to understand!'

any innovation in broad and holistic terms.

Pinar groups 60-80 percent of curricular theorists

as "TradÍtionalists" who concentrate on guidirrg pru[titioners.

Examples given include Tyler, Taba, Sayl-orr and Alexander.

Another 20 percent, Pinar calls "Conceptual Empiricists. "

These are persons concerned with the observable and mea*

sureable, investigating phenomena empirically trwith an eye

to goal predict,ion and control of behavior," Pinarrs

33Eisner, The Educational Imagination, p. xi'ii'.
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examples include Beauchamp, lnlalker, and t{auritz Johnson.

Under 5 percent of theorists are labelled "Reconceptualists"

who concentrate on understanding educational experience. To

date their "dominant modes of inquiry have been historical,
philosophical and literary. "34

Pinar explains the reconceptualist movement in three

stages. Earlier critics of the past curricular scene include

Apple, Kliebard, and Mann. Pinar reports next on a post-

critical group who write on what is currently occurring in
the curriculum field. A third group is emerging -whose work

shifts from criticism to "creation of the new. " Pinaú

explains this as a three-stage maturation within the curri-
culum field that holds promise of greater synthesis of con-

temporary social science and the humanitites. t'It will

attempt a marriage of trro cultures: the scientific and the

artistic and humanistic.u35 Pinar's analysis is helpful
for those creating models to launch programs for the 80!s.

Pinar predicts what Fullan, Common, Eisner and Pratt cal-l
ffor in curriculum implementation models. Pinar predicts

that effective models will promote understanding through

the "r"uiirr" blend of design features derived from the arts
and sciences.

34l¡Ii1liam Pinar, Curriculum Theorizingr [BerReley',
CalifornÍa, llcCutchan PubTï'bñing CoiþòiãEîorç L9751 | p. x.

35_. .-"Ibid., p. xii.
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(7) Maintain flexibility and diversity
in change models

Curriculum writers of this decade propose approaches

on implementation that were recognized in the 1960's. Re-

ports on successful implementation projects are scarce.

There is, however, some consistency in what is proposed as

critical to success. One source from the 60ts has been

selected to illustrate some time-tested opinions. A review

of American curriculum projects of the 1950's and L960's

was reported by Hulda Grobman in her booþ Developmental

Curriculum Pro'iects: Decision Points and Processes. She

analyzed a large number of notable curriculum development

projects. In her preface, she stated her purpose. "This

vol-ume is concerned with identifying some of the critical

facets of the work of developmental curriculum projects and

what seem to be some promising approaches."36 Her purpose

fits closeLy with the purpose of this study.

Grobman stresses that j-n more successful projects

are found openness of communication, honest col-laborat{ve

eff,ort, and involvement of large numbers of people. She

stresses,need for ongoing analysis of the change process and

sharing of information on that process. "The more basl'c the

desired change in behavÍ'our or values is, the more drfficult
it is to achieve." Change takes time. I'I.Ihen the stimuli
for change are inconsistent, when the entire environment

36Hulda Grobman, Deve tal Curricul,um Pro
Deci sion Points and Processes.
Pu fsr nc. , rP.

ew Yor 3 F. E. Peac
ects:
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is not consistently supportíve of desired change, the change

is less like1y to be achieved. " Grobman reminds readers

that older or adult learners have greater difficulty in

effecting change in basic patterns. She uses Bloomts terms

"powerful constancy and consistency" to describe environ-

ments in which change is rnost likely to occur. IIer conclusi'ons

offer direction for determining school divÌsion model-s.37

Grobmanr s report on curriculum projects has heavy

emphasis on the development and use of printed materlals.

Few references are made t.o irnplementation designs. The

chapter dealing wÍth impl-ementation i-s calLed I'Di-ffusi'on."

Subheadings include "release of new materials" and "teacher

training for use of materials.t' There is frequent mention

of orientation needs but rare reference to teachers exami'n-

ing intents or creatively interpreting guideJ-ines. Grobman!s

textbook orientation to curri'cul-um implementatÍon vras typical
before the 70's. The teacher as professional decisÍ'on-maker

was seJ-dom highLighted ln the lìterature. There is sharp

contr:ast between Grobmanrs profile of the narrow, passive,

teachen-irnplementor and Grobmanrs analysis of whaÈ is crll-
cial in improving school programs. Her vi"* o\ the teacher

may hold a strong clue to why so little curricul-um Ímprove-

ment Ís reported in the Jiterature.

Hulda Grobmanrs preface defi'nes developmental curri-
culum projects as r'group efforts to produce some kind of

37 Ibid., pp. 225-228.
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curriculum using experimental tryout of preliminary materials

and collecting feedback from such tryouts to be used for the

improvement of the curriculum prior to its release for general

distribution. " This definition fits closely to the current

Manitoba provincial model for K to XII school program revi-
sion. Therefore, Grobmanrs analysis is of interest.

Grobman cites flexÍbility as the greatest asset in

any curriculum project" She refers to Schon (1967) , in
declaring that invention is not a series of orderly steps

intelligently directed toward an objective spelled out in
advance. Rather, it involves building on Èhe unexpected,

experimenting, and recogni zíng the emergent objectiv"".38

Eisner proposes these same ideas in the 80's. These princi-
ples appêar to be standing the test of time. BuÇ r¡¡ere

these principles used in actual implementation designs of

the 60's and 70rs?

Grobman proposes that the following issues be examined

to determine r^rays to retain flexi'bility and diversity i'n any

implementation project :

. situational and administrative factors

., funding constraints

. age arrã lifespan of the organizatipn \

. structure of the organizati'on

. project personnel- and poli.i.s.39

I^Ihat Grobman distilled as worthwhiLe from the diverse

projects she studied from the 50rs and 60rs can be iìncor-

porated in current model-s. Some important features rsould

include:
ï, rl

ix

38

39

rbid.,
rbid.,

p. 6.

pp. 31-86. 1.¡
...: i..
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diversity at each level of the system
honest collaborative effort
communication about the change process
realistic timelÍnes
knowledge about adult l-earners
consistency within a supportive climate
flexibility and avoidance of rigidity.

Implementation models can reflect these Grobman

tasksr âDd

important

ideas in planning structures, processes, major

change environments. That Grobman analysis is

to teachers and others engaged in the task of establishing

a particularan overview and determining change goals for

school program innovation.

(8) Engage in ongoing evaluation
within program change contexts

Evaluation cannot be viewed as independent of goal-

setting in curriculum contexts. Robert E. Stake suggests

need for strengthening formal evaluation of school programs.

Teachers should be ". o o imploring measurement speci'al-Ísts

to develop a methodologlz that reflects the fullnessr the

complexity, and the importance of thei:r programs.,'40 Stake

stresses that evaluatlon of any school program consi'sts of

a complex process involving both describing and judging. A

balanced'approach to program evaluation must\be planned for
at the school division 1evel with greatest input by teachers

implementing a particular program. Stake!s studies confirrn

that program evaluation cannot be separate from prograrn

goals. Goals must, however, be clearly articul.ated if
persons are to collaborate efficiently on program evaluation.

4oRobert E. stake,
(Dubuque, Iowa: IaI. C. Bror,rn

Readin s in Curriculum Evaluation
o. r rP. 3.
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In his paper rrEvaluation for Course Improvementr"

f,ee Cronbach (]-964) concludes that ". . . the main objective

for evaluation is to uncover durable relationships, .

those appropriate for guiding future educational programs."4l

This view suggests need for greater focus on describing rela-

tÍonships between teachers and learners, teachers with

fell-ow staff members, and teachers with division curriculum

support persons and groups. These key relationships should,

therefore, be reflected j-n strong models for division-wide

implementation of K to XII school programs. Cronbach iden-

tifies important questions to be answered âs program 1'ntents

are described: lVho describes? I^lhat is the focus? florv wilJ
data be collected, judged, reported and used?

Robert St.ake's view on evaluation is substantiated

by many. t{ichael Scriven insists that educational- evaluators

must judge. There are fÌve groups that Taylor and l{agulre

say shoul-d have input i'n evaluatlng a school prograrn:

". spokesmen f,or soci'ety at Large, subject matter experts,

teachers, parents, and the students themsel-ves." Iilhere

implementation design alLows formal i'nteraction between these

five groùpsr âr effective eval-uation process i:s more easily
developed. Stake stresses that these groups $houId be sys-

tematically involved in the ongoing process of gathe,ring

judgement data and description data essentiaL to evaluati:on

of an educational program. In implementing any program,

Stake identifies need to gather data that fall-s in three

4t Ibid., pp. 94-95.
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categories: "antecedent, transaction, and outcome data. "

Stake offers a model for recording this data on a description

matrix and on a judgement matrix. He proposes strategies

for a twelve-step process that leads through program intents,

observations, standards, and judgemenLr.42

Stake challenges teachers to take greater profes-

sional responsibility for designÍng program evaluation.

"The countenance of evaluation should be one of data gather-

ing that leads to decision making, not to trouble maÌ<ing.r'

As teachers plan for implementlng programs, their plans

should recognize the evaluation process as an integrated

feature and alIow for ongoing coJlaboration at different
levels of the schooJ- division system. Stakets theories are

worth reflecting in a model intended to guide successful

program implementation. His theories call- for strong school

division support systems for professional development.

The literature offers much comment on needed shifts
in evaluation approaches in educational reform. One compre-

hensive assessment of alternative approaches in designing for
program implementation is a report by Rolland G. Paulston

(1980) .43

Paulston argues that educational "rrrt.Stio., should

be "useful for both theory and practice. " He conducted

Íntensive research on models for educational reform. HÌs

42 Ibid., pp. 95-96.

' 43no11and G. Paulston, "EvaluatLon and Explication
of Educatíonal Reform, " Studies in Educational Evaluation
6 (1980) : 30L-327.
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focus was on "major alterations of content, access or struc-
ture in nationar educationar system."44 paulston identified
ideology as a key concept to be dealt rvith in the sociar and

political context of any particular program implementation

design. IIe refers to studies by Galois (1978), Bowers (1977) ,

Pratte (1977), Apple (1978 and 1979). Va1ues and ideological
stances of program implementation participants must be

recognized as variousr âs educational changes are planned

for and evaluation strategies are determined. paulston

reviews the emergence of subjective and critical approaches

to evaluating educational reform.

He proposes need to broaden evaluation practices
from traditional, narro$¡, technical or positivistic modes

to include broader approaches of social-change theories.
Paulston supports his position with reference to studies

reported by numerous reputable curriculum writers: rsrael
(1972) , Bolan (L975) , Coleman (I973), Hodges and Sheeham

(1978), Sejersted ()-978) , Irlerts and Linn (1969), Touraine

(1977) , Vallance (L972) | Murphy (L977Lt Levin (1977).

Paulston proposes advantages of using a multipl-e-
model approach to planning for program evaluation. Models

must be defined explicitly enough to allow åpplication that
takes advantage of the range of viewpoints present in any

particular program-reform situation. Paulston is biased

toward "conflict perspectives of educational reform and

t.owards a view of evaluation as social critique." paulston

44 Ibid., p. 303.
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uses the language of the artist and presents his analysis as

"painting on a broad canvas."45

Paulstonrs references on reform evaluation and

explication are useful. Paul-stonrs sources from the 1970's

include reports of respected curriculum writers from many

countries. His analysis on evaluation issues focuses on

subjective and critical approaches to program evaluation.

Implementation designs can reflect Paulstonrs caution to
respect the diverse ideologies and methodological perspec-

tives of persons cooperating in any specific program shift
in a schooL division

This report on rvhat curriculum researchers write
about evaluation fits well with what has already been

quoted from authorities on goal setting for program change.

Comprehensive overview of a program change context can lead

to well defined goals determined b1z division Ímplementors.

These goals must be viewed by the individuals in personal

terms. T¡Iel1 defined goals are needed to measure the change

process and to assess actual program quali'ty.

c. Recognize Other Overlapping Issues
from the Litei:ature

Fol-iowing are opinions already alluded to in this
report and frequently expressed by researchers of the curri-
culum implementatÍon process :

Change is constant and needs to be
viewed in individual- terms.

4s Ibid., p. 303.
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Program change must be planned.

The teacher Ís central to change.

The principal is principle conductor
of change.

Leadership and the Linking Rple are
critical in school division change
proj ects.

University staff
division on-site

should be involved in
inservice activitÍes.

Understanding involves the arts.
Flexibility and diversity must be guarded.

Collaboration and communication are
connectors that promote effective decisi'on
maki'ng.

d. Summary Statement

A critical task to be assumed by all participants
in any program change context has been dealt with in this
first section that reports literature findings on the task:

Identify and Examine Intents Curriculum Change; Establishof

TheOverview and Define Goals. foIlowÍng subheadingsr that
summaríze views expressed, vrere used to present the findings:

a" Identiflz and Examine Intents of a
Proposed Program Change

(1) Explore the change process¡ get
good at change through organized
common sense

(21 Recogni'ze the participants and key
roles in the change context

(3) Determine what to change and how
to change

b. Assure Conditions that Support EffectÍve
Goal Setting for Improving School Programs

(1) Include measurement issues in the
decision making process

(2') Recognize relationships of elements
critical to the dynamic pl_anning
process
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(3) Recognize school division conditions
necessary for planning program
improvement

(4) Analyze through decision-making teams
(5) Strive for excellence in decision-

making
(6) Create change models that promote

understanding with holistic sense
(7') t4aintain flexibility and diversity

in change models
(8) Engage in ongoing evaluation within

program change contexts.

l.{any of the statements already made in this fj_rst
section of the literature review rtrill apply also to the

remaining four critical task categories of the implementation

process. In the next four sections of this report, liter-
ature findings are presented to confirm those four action

categori'es as Critical Tasks in putting progranìs in place.

The section immediately fo3-J-ovring has most speci.fic focus on

organi zi'ng and managing f or program change.

2. Or anize and Mana e Curriculum lementation ¡

c ar Processes a tures

Organizing and managing for program improvement is a

major task. Curriculum writers report findings that suggest

particular ways to approach this complex task. The fol-lorv-

ing statements which are supported in the literature, sunmar-

íze suggestions made by curricul-um authorities:
a) Foster Cooperative Planning at Teacher

School, and Division lrevel

b) Assure Conti'nuation of Initiated Reforms

c) Promote Program Effectiveness through
Strong Leadership

d) Assess Other Program Change t,Iode1s
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e) Value the Processes of Communication
and Coordination

f) Recognize Other Overlapping Issues
from the Literature

The statements just listed were selected by this
researcher as headings under which specific reports from the

literature are incorporated in examining the overlapping

organizational and management challenges of prograrn change.

a) Foster Cooperative planning at Teacher,
School, and Division Level

The l-iterature indicates that school program improve-

ment depends heavily on cooperation and collaborati'on that is
ongoing. Coordination of the planning efforts of Índividuals
in the change process is necess4ry.

organi zíng and managing curriculum imprementation is
a complex task to be approached at both individual and group

levels. certai'n]-12 groups woul-d include at least a dÍvision
coordinating team and school-buildÍng teams. other subgroups

could be a division consurtant team, materi'al-s resource

groups, parent support groups, and professional grade or

subject groups. rndividual teachers and principals must

organize'and manàg"" The literature stresses need, ât arl
levers, to complement activities between implementation pro-
jects that might be operating at the same time. Never is an

implementation project the only "new thingt, happening in a

school system. sensitivity and careful pacing are cri.tical.
The Literature confirms this view.
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Following are references that serve as sarnpling

from the literature to provide focus on some specific aspects

in planning for effective implementation.

Saylor and Alexander (1966) offer sound direction

on cooperative curriculum planning in the school and school

division system. They identify the following necessary

elements:

. Common goals

. Adequate leadership

. Group decisions

. Clear communication

. Supporting facilities.46
I,Icl{a1-ly and Passow (1960) and IrIiles (1964) reported

on studies of planning at the i'ndividual school level. They

concluded that coordinated efforts are needed to link persons

in innovating groups at a peer level, particularly as they

relate to pilot projects on initial-phase implementatj-on.

Five specific suggestions they offer to schools involve:

Adequate encouragement and support
innovators by the school principal
other status leaders

of
and

Development of pilot studies and
demonstrations with the knowledge--
preferably the active cooperation--
of the entÍre faculty, and especially
of teachers who have teaching res-
ponsibiLities similar to those in the
pilot unit
Collection of evidence about the
progress and outcome of the innovation

46J. Galen Saylor and L{il1iam t{. Alexander,
Curriculum Planni for Modern Schools

ne an nston fnc.,
(New York: Holt

405-413.r PP.
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.. As much reporting to, or observation
by, concerned members of the faculty
as possible

. General understanding of the principle
that experimentation as a means of
curriculum improvement will be encour-
aged if other teachers wish to under-
take extensÍons or dupl-ications of
Pitot studies.4T

Salzlor and Alexander propose the model "Organization
of the Individual School for Curriculurn planning."48 The

description of that model raises Íssues for planners at the

school division leve1. Communication and coordi-nation of
individual school planning activities are exarnined in. the

fol-lowing organizations: school councils, facultv rneetings,

grade/subject/department groups, and service corps or task

forces. IVhile these organizations can provide leadership

servi'ces, it is the principal and/ot desi'gnate curriculum

J-eader who steers the organized efforts offering I'stimulation,

coordination and facilitati'onr" report Saylor and Afexander
(l-,9661 and Cronin (1963) .49

Five characteristics of good organization for the

individual school are proposed by Saylor and Alexander.

These five points can appLy to qn individual pIanning for
curriculum change. They al-so have relevance for planners

at the school divÍ'sion planning l-eveI. They can be trans-
lated i'n an implementati'on model that wou1d faci'l-itate
effective acti'on i'n terms of The Critiça1 Tasks Component

47
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49

rbid.,
rbid.,
rbid" ,

4r4.

4L6.

420-424.

p.

p"
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this study identifies. saylor and Alexander summarize in
the following five statements:

. Curriculum planning efforts are organized
in terms of goals resulting from tñe con-
sidered thinking of all persons directly
affected.

Each person and each group are utilized
in terms of their potential contributions
rather than with respect to sharp lines
between pupil, parent, l-ayman, and
teacher participation
Each job assigned a committee or an
indivÍdual is in terms of the needs of
the total program wÌth final deci'sions
made with reference to the program of
the school as a whoLe rather than to
departmental or other special j_nterests.

An atmosphere of cooperative planning
and constructive evaluation pervades all
groups and the schooJ_ as a whole.

A continuing search is made by leader-
ship to identify ser\¡ices, materials,
faciliti'es, and per:sons that can con-
tribute to curriculum planning and to
utilize these as possib1e.50

cooperatÍve pl-anning and effective collaboration are aLrvays

a priority. Planning for long term effect must be deri.berate
and is the next issue to consider.

b. Assure Continuation
of Initiated'Reforms

llichael FulLan writes on factors affecting continua-
tion of initiated reforms which wil-l, he saysr require another
series of adoption decisions. He refers to findings reported
by Berman and McÏ,aughlin (l-9ZgI. They reported neea for
deliberate p]-anning for ensuring continuation of the inno-
vation. The institutionalization and continuation process

5o-bid., p. 42L.
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must be viewed as ongoing. Fullanrs fifteen factors must be

continually borne in mind and attended to within the process.

I'The single most powerful internal factor which takes its

tolI on continued change is staff and admj-nj-strative turn-

over" (Louis, 1980; Berman and l,Iclaughlin, 1977) . This

finding highlights need for orientation plans for new staff
members to incorporate them Ínto what is a fragile process.

"The process is not linear and is ngver ending."5l

Critical factors in the implementation process must

be considered in terms of short-term and long-term outcomes.

Fullan identifies the Dessi study (Crandall et âf., forth-
coming) as a t'helpful examination of the area of outcomes of

change efforts." Issues to consi'der wer:e named as:

. degree of implementation

. attitude toward innovation

. impact a) students! benéfits

b) teachersr benefits

c) organizational benefits

. continuation or institutionalization

attitude toward school improvem.rrt. 52

Change is not ahvays progress, I{ichael Fullan warns!

"Change must always be viewed in relation to the particul-ar

values, goals, and outcomes it, serves." In curriculum change,

FuLl-an declares ". rthe pröof is in the putti.ng!: how

5lFlrll-.rr, The Meaning of Educational Chanqe ¡ P. 77.

52 Ibid., pp. 5-6.
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change is put into practice determines to a large extent horv

well it fares." Ful1an states, "in the past L2 years vre

have come to understand how educational change works in

practice." There is greater clarity about what factors need

to be addressed and how to address them. Continual strength-

ening of school programs is largely dependent on the persons

in leadership roles. Thelz must recognize that programs put

in place are not static. The rputting' means 'perfecting'
in the long run.

A more specific comment on l-eadership for curriculum

improvement follows in the next part of this report.

c. Promote Program Effectiveness
Through Strong Leadership

Curriculum writers report much on problems to be

avoided as new or revised programs are being implemented.

Dissemination of pri'nted docunentsf accompanied only b¡r

declarations demanding school program change¡ bring l-ittle
or no results according to studies thus far reported.

Effective leadership i'n the change process i:s stressed as

essenti'al. for program improvement. Leadership rol-es need

to be recognized'by alL participants involved. I,eadership

can best emerge from withi'n the group and be effici:entl-y

shared where processes and structures are clearly recognized

in a school- division. The l-i'terature Í':rdicates four signÌ:fi'-
cant leadership responsibilities thqt promote effectiveness

in a particular program shift. FoLlowing are the four
statements through which this researcher identi'fies key
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Those four statements serve asleadership functions.

headings under which lj-terature sources are quoted to

elaborate on leadership issues:

(1) Establish
solving.

structures for problem-

(2) Appty administrative theorlz to
models for change.

(3) Incorporate principles of learning
and motivation in change deÈigns.

(4) Broaden awareness of management
j-ssues and organizational patterns.

(1) EstablÍsh structures for
problem-solving

School divisions must establish effective curriculum

implementation structures to deal rvith complexities of

program change. Leaders on the division scene have diverse

challenges" It is important to clarify the purpose of

structures meant to facilitate any particular program change.

Following is one report that highlights this need.

"Theory and the Curriculum" is a topic summarized by

Neagly .and Evans. TheÍr analysis has significance in the

study of leadership. They refer to Herrick's analysis of

problems'confronting the curriculum theori'st. Herrick pro-

motes curriculum implementation structures which. have

greatest focus on the chÍld-learner and society, Herrick

call-s for l'ntegrated approaches and recalls limits of dis-
cipline or content-centred models for putting pfograms in
place. FIe identifi'es key problems to overcome. Most. of

those problems involve establishing meaning for change, The
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organization.

staternents are:
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dealt with through strong school

The problems Herrick expressed in
division
action

Establishing priorities;
I,Iaking value decisionsl.
Eliminatlng dichotomy between content
and processi
Clarifying the nature of processesi
Clarifying role of values in curriculum
developmenti
Clarifying nature of curriculum
operations;
Developing ways of studying curriculum
structure. 53

A strong fmplementation model can incorporate leader-

ship features that hel-p solve the problems Herrick libts.

(2) Apply ad.ministrative theory
to model-s for change

To develop a model for cur,ri'cul"um Ímprovementf one

must consider how admini'strative theory contributes and

directs acti'on. Neagly and Evans quote Griffiths on theory

of educationaL administration. Gr:iffiths reports that good

theory serves as a guide to: action, col_lection of facts,
new knowl-edger and an explanatÍon of the nature of ad.minis-

tration. Neagl-y and Evans go on t.o quote Homans' practical
rules for theory bui'lding which are worth reflecti.ng upon

as one consi'ders model building for curriculum change pur-
poses. On ruLes for theory building, Homans! Ídeas can be

summarized thus , lf related to cur::icuJ-um i'mpl.ementati'on;

53 Ross L. Neagly and lJ. Dean Evans, Ilandbool<' for
Effective CurricuLum Deve ent ( New J e r se yì-e:-ffi-fG-tia 1- 1,

C. t pp. 6.
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. Look at the obvious, familiar and
co¡nmon features

. State the "obvious" in its fuI1 generality
for holistic overview

. Isol-ate and talk about one feature at
a time

. Be sparse in determining features or
categories

. Clarify relationships between key parts

. Accept limits of abstraction but value
ir.

Homans' six suggestions, just listed, can be a practical

check list for streamlining curriculum change models..

Beauchamp defined curriculum theory as ". a set

of related statements that gives meaning to the school-

currÌculum by pointing up the relationships among its ele-
ments and by directing its development, Íts use and its
evaluation. " Beauchamp refers to a curriculum theory model

as ". . o a structure, framework, or formuLa for making or

building a curriculum theory."54 ¡{ackenzie offers another

model that highlights the interretationships of factors and

stages of the curriculum change proces".55 Curriculum

models can he1-p þy identifyÌng key features and relationships

in ways that can direct human action. Models always present

a point of view and have a philosophical base. Neagl-y and

Evans derived their examples prlmarily from the l-iterature
of educational leadership prior to L967.

54 Ibid., pp. 16-:-.7.

55 Ibid., pp. 2L-22"
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(3) Incorporate principles of learning
and motivation in change designs

Goodwin lrlatsonrs list of propositions about learning

offers guidelines for curriculum implementation designers

from the field of psychology.56 This list includes comment

on rewards, repetition, threat, readiness for involvement,

testing, utility, goa1s, and relationships. Learning theory

must be held strongly in mind as curriculum implementation

decisions are made. The I¡Iatson propositions are included to

record this researcherts concern that the needs of teachers,

as they Learn, be given strong consideration in any program

change design.

(4) Broaden awareness of management
issues and organizatlonal patterns

Neagly and Evans recognize the coordinated local-

school district effort as a key to maintaining strong school

programs. Theory analysis of essential- factors includes:

direct teacher involvement, all school personnel identifying
with program changes, recognition of unique locaI conditions,

and continuous evaluation conducted on loca1 leve1".57 These

are factors to be considered in building a strong division
model for curriculum implementation.

Neagly and Evans focus on other school- district
i.ssues of organizing and planning for curriculum improvement.

The district curricular councils, and related K to XII

56 Ibid., pp. 33-34.

57 Ibid., p. L02.
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committee structures they refer to, suggest what Fullan

would call "organized common sense.l' Such committees now

operate in some Manitoba divisions. Neagly and Evans stress

the need to maintain balance in school programs. They pro-

pose use of consultants and outside groups in any maJor

implementation project. They indi:cate the need to reserve

adeguate ti'rne and adequqte budget. Neagl-y and Evans raise
questi:ons usefuL in gauging professional- grovrth of partici-
pants during an innovati'on. These questi'ons al-l-ude to eval-
uati:on. Evaluati'on is p4rt of schooJ- division decisi'on-maki'ng

that re]-ates to setting goaLsr s€lecting Appropriate âctivi-
ties, understanding learning theory, pl-anning for Advanced

study, and articuLatÌon. l4odel-builders must recognize

the importance of evaluati'on as part of formative stages of
an implementation. Teachers need support and strong organ-

Í'zational structure to evaluate effectively in terms of

Fullan's challenge about rgetting good at change.' This

researcher concludes that the evaluation process should

stem from teacher action, have diagnosti'c purpose, and be

a continuous, cooperative effort leading to action for
rmproved programs.

Jon Ï{iles and Joseph Bondi, in Curriculum Devel

A Guide to Practice comment on roles and responsibilities
t:

,

in program implementation in school divisions. These

authors report that ongoíng evaluation is necessary wlthin
the decision-making process of any implementatiorr.5S ,n"O

s8_"Jon tvrl.es
A Guide to Practice
Publishing Company,

and Joseph Bondi, Curriculum Development:
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. lferril-l-
I979) pp.176-I90.
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indicate that models must reflect division commitment to

collecting, organizíng, and analyzing data in ways likeIy

to promote balanced and effective change. lfoclels should

recognize the fol-lowing responsibilities that Wiles and

Bondi identify as part of any successful innovation:

"focusing evaluation, designing evaluation systems, assess-

ing educational research, translating research into pro-

grams and reporting research to others."59

IViles and Bondi summarize the purpose of a manage-

ment system that a curriculum implementation model should

direct. They propose that comprehensive planning should

accomplish the following:

. Ì{hat is to be accomplished is clearly
spelled out.

" Communication among all interested
parties, especially between the school
and the community, is encouraged.

. There is a maximum util-izati'on of re-
sources within the school district.

. Information needed for decision making
is coordinated.

. ProbLems are identified that prevent
the accompLi'shment of activities.

. Pr:ogress l-eading to the accompl,i'shnent
of [,he plan is ñonitored.60

Success of curriculum léaders in school divisions depends on

good human relations. For effective cooperation and coordin-

ation of professional activities at different levels of the

59 Ibid., p. 190.

60Ibid., p. 329.
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school syst.em, IViles and Bondi list key competencies for

curriculum leaders (Cuirczek, ed. Lgl3).61

In designing to accommodate managerial aspects of

the implementation task, placeholders are needed for manage-

ment function technique and aidsr âs reported by lrliles and

Bondi. Structural management skills that might lead to
greater success include time management, goal setting and

priorization, delegation of authority, displayíng and moni-

toring progress by use of charts, checklists, flow charts,

and other displays. Components of a model should promote

these leadership competen.i.". 62

Leadership talents of aII group members must be

recognized by persons in leadership roles. A strong model

should encourage the following eight tasks l-Ísted by tfiles
and Bondi:

. !{aintain a comfortable environment.

. Develop a relationship with group members
to keep communication flowing.

Secure resource personnel for necessary
consultant services.

Determine consensus when appropriate.

Define and clarify problem areas in a
suitable form for research.

HeIp distinguish between data and
inference, fact and assumption.

Convey the idea that curriculum is not a
neatly wrapped educational packâger but
rat,her that which emerges when resources
and individual perceptions are joined.

61

62

rbid. ,

rbid.,
2I7-2L9.

L20-L29.

pp.

PP.
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. Recognize that genuine participation
will result in "psychological ownership"
of a resulting curriculum.63

I.üiles and Bondi gíve examples of analysis of barriers

to educational change through lists compiled by McClelland'

Rogers, Guba, and Horvat. These can Serve as checklists in

justifying components of a proposed model- It is also

noted that Klein (1967) identified benefits of the resistant

factors operating in any change project. Klein noted three

benefits: ,

. protects t,he organization against
random change, which may be harmfulì

protects the system from take-over
by vested interests; andt

. may insure that unanticiPated
consequences of a change be spelled
out and thus Possiblv avoided.

In promoting pJ-anned change, I{iles and Bondi recog-

ni'ze the following realities:

, Change is often a political process
and political influence is one means
of altering rate of change

. Resistance to change is not unnatural
and teachers need to feel informed,
operate with trust and have some

, control in directing the change.

. Change involves interrelated events.

Understanding these realities is important to designers for

change in school division ptogt*".64

63 Ibid. ' p. I97.

64 Ibid., pp. 112-113.

j
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Organizational development frameworks can contribute

to strong models for program change in school divísions.

Sarason (1971) cites concern for the individual in the change

structure in relation to por^ter, association, communication,

and status. lVi1es and Bondi list primary values and terminal

goals to be considered within organizational development

contexts. These two lists are presented as follows. They

summarize much of what the literature suggests as promising

to implementation success with revised K to XII programs:

The primary values underlying a program of
organj-zation development are:
. provision or opportunity for each

organization memberr ês well as for
the organization as a who1e, to
develop to fu1l potential,

provision of opportunity for people
to act as human beings rather than as
resources in the productÍve process,

strivíng to create a work environment
Ín which it, is possible to find chal-
lenging and exciting work, and the

provision of opportunity for people
in the organization to influence the
r^¡ay in which they engage work.

Eight terminal goals for a program of organ-
ization .development are: 

,

. an open problem-solving climate
throughout the organization,

. decision-making responsibilities
located as close to the information
source as possible,

authority by role supplanted by
authority of knowledge and competence,

increasing degrees of
viduals and groups in

trust among indi-
the organization,
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. maximized collaborative efforts in
daily work,

. increased feelings of ownership by
organization members,

. management according to relevant
objectives rather than past prac-
tices, and

. increasing degrees of self-control
and self-direction.65

hlhere these primary values and terminal goals of

organization development are assured through strong curri-

culum implementation models, division professionals would

Iike1y 'get good at change.'

In Learninq System Design , authors Davis, Alexander

and Yelon condense their experience in working with teachers,

military instructors, and industrÍal trainers in a book on

improving instruction. They identify five problems Ín de-

signing for learning: l) direction, 2) evaluation, 3) con-

tent and sequence, 4) method, 5) constraints. Their design

involves identification of concepts, principles, and ski11s

to be taught, "so that scientifically validated information

about human learning can be applied in the creaLion of a

system to teach .them."66 Davis, Alexander and Yelon deflne

a task as an activitlz in which people engage. Action tasks

and cognitive tasks are the two major classes. "Action

tasks may be either fixed (algorithnic) or vari'able sequence.

CognÍtive tasks are covertly performed as mental activities."6T

65 Ibid., pp. 132-133.
66Robert H. Davis, Lawrence T. Alexander, and Stephen

Learning System Desigq (New York: llcGraw-Hitl, Inc.,L. Velon,
1974) | pp. 2L-22.

67_. . -IÞl-O. , P. 154.
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ln considering the complexities of implementation tasks' one

might heed the authors' caution not to prescribe a rigid

approach to task description. These authors identify three

approaches which are helpful in identifying and sequencing

the salient features of a task. If the sequence is fixed,

a flow diagram might be appropriate. If notr êrt outline or

narrative is likely more suitable. "Learning objectives

and task descriptions interact and tend to evolve together."68'

Task analysis is proposed as an examination of the task

description to determine how to go about teaching or learning.

Task analysis would allow persons to determine strategies

in a curriculum implementation context.

How to assess learner entry skills is another topic

dealt with by Davis et a1. They cite the flowchart approach

as one method of recording. They stress need to analyze

types of learning involved and unusual conditions or con-

straints on any particular task which could be a condition
.69oI learnr-ng.

avis et al isolate nine basic principles of learning

and motivation derived from psychological experimentation

that should be reflected in any learning design. Regardless

of Learner â9er subject matter, or type of learning, these

key princi'ples deal with: 1) meanÌngfulness, 2) prerequisitest

68 Ibid., p. 154.

69 Ibid", pp. L82-L94.
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3) modeling, 4) open communication, 5) noveltyr 6) active

approprùate practice, 7) distributed practice, 8) fading

prompts and supports, 9) pleasant conditions and consequences.

The authors' references include John DeCecco (1-968) r P.. 14.

Gagné, (1970), Robert F. l{ager (1968), Carl Rogers (1969).70

"The Learning and Teaching of Problem Solving" is

a chapter in which Davis, Alexander and Yelon describe the

process of problem-solving in five steps:

. problem sensing

" formulation of the problem

. search for solutions

. trade off among solutions and selection
of approach

. implementation and evaluation.Tl

The authors' ideas on teaclling problem-solving can be of

some use in determining irnplementation designs. However,

there is an underlying assumption in examples give that

the learner can be manipulated toward a predetermined rrend'r

without personal involvement in goal-setting, This mechan-

istic assumption of progralnming people to reach a predeter-

mined solution has ]-i:niting implications. one might question

whet,her teachers can learn to be effecti've, creative curri-

culum problem-solvers if they are not formulating their

own questions.

70Ibid", pp. 197-2L8.

7I rbid., pp" 250-252"
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ft is useful to consider this example from the

systems-approach literature on planning for implementation

of school programs. Davis, Alexander and Yelon graphically

describe interrelationships among what they say are three

phases in the learning system design pto.."".72 They pro-

vide a useful summary checklist on "Principles of Learning

System Design and Redesign" and "strategy of Learning Systern
1a

Design. "''
Recent research reported on microfiche indicates

researcher interest in the topic of organizíng for effec-

tive implementation. Topics that frequently appear aTe:

positive supervisory experience (Squires and Huit' 1981) '
concerns-based adoption model (Loucks and Hall, I979) t pro-

active model of self-analysis of change (Evans and McKeogh,

1981), stages of concern (Hall and George, 1977) , factors

that impinge at the school-building level (l4i11er, 1977) .

Ron It. Common writes with focus on the tlanitoba

scene in his artícle "Managing for Curriculum Change: An

Empirical Investigation. " Ron Common refers to numerous

researchers who agree that we know little about the pro-

cess of implementation and consequently have probJ-ems in

designing effective pIans. " (Goodlad and Klein t L970¡

Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein, l97I; Beauchamp, L978¡

and Hampson, Lg75¡"74

72 Ibid., p. 3I4.

Ibid., pp. 325-326.

Ron Common, "l4anaging f.or

73

An
14,

74

Empirical
p. 12.

InvestÌgatÍon, " Manitoba
Curriculum Change:

Journal of Education
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Common investigated relationships between school

organizational and management characteristics and the degree

of implementation of a curriculum developed external to

users. Common concluded that curriculum implementation

success is related tp a participative management style

characterized by supportive relationships of group members,

participatory decision-making, and information flowing

freely upward, downward, and Iaterally. "Teachers in

schools with participatory management patterns tended to

modify the curriculum in l-ight of formative evaluation

data to fit their local situation and pressing needs;

. showed more intense concern to pupil; . had

lower self-concerns ."7 5

Ron Common suggests that the LíkeIt management

model is useful to school systems interested in facilitating
currlcul-um change by developi'ng a rhurnanr management team.

Princi'pals are the key l-eaders, concludes Ron Common.

Leadership issues are complex and pertain to all

facets of any program change model. Any attempt to focus on

discrete aspects of. leadership i's frustrating. Leadership

i's .r, ."""rrtial- ingredi'ent of the program implementatírcn

context of any schooL division. The way i^n which it ope::ates,

determines the quality of program change. This researcher

recognizes that l-eadership challenges must be met in tackling

the five Cri'tical Tasks of program lmplementation. In the

75 Ibid. I p. 12.
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next section of this report which has focus on models;

leadership issues continue to be dominant.

d. Assess Other Program Change Models

Ron Common's papêT ¡ An Overview of l{odels for

Curriculum rmplementation has particular relevance to this,

study. He reports on past failures to ctarify and deal- with

distinctions between program adoption stage and implementation

stage in the program change process. He refers to Clark and

Guba (1967\ , Guba (1967) , Carlson (1965) 
' 

Pellegrin (1975) |

[Ioyle (1970), Giacquinta (1975) and Pincus (L974). "..A re-

view of pertinent literature reveals that little is known

about what influences the extent of implementation after the

decision towards ful-I use of an innovatÍon i's made."'76

Common identifies need for models that avoid over-

simplification and misapplied propositions derived from

reports of diffusion projects t.hat have limited association

to a school division scene. Data sources from agri'cul-tural

innovations, single school studiesr 4nd narrowly based case

studies are among those ci'ted as fai'ling to recognize the

dynami'c ,complexities of ttre process, Ron Common explains

model-bui'lding as a method of impl-ementation research that

involves analysi's of questions to be answeredr Íncorporates

assumpti'ons on curricu]-um change theory, and offe,rs reference

76_xonald trnl. Common, "An Overview of }ctodels for
Curriculum Implementation,t'paper presented in WinniPegr
Manitoba, lularch, 1980, thät j-ncludes excerpts from Doctoral
Dissertation, University of Ottawa, 1980' on the topic "An
Investigation of the Relationship Between School l4anagement
Patterns and the Degree of Implementation of an Innovative
Curriculum. rr pp. LL-12
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points for further research. He states that models are

needed that apply directly to the dynamics of the post

adoptive stage of the implementation process. Other sup-

porters for model--building of this kind are Fullan (7978),

Gross et al (1971), Ha1l (L975), Leithwood (1974, 1977),

Brantley (Lg75) and Ï{inklevoss (1975 ) .77

"Implementation is an individualistic process that

occurs over time with each person implementing in his unique

fashion. " Common refers to studies by Farrington and

Rutherford (L976) in this comment on the nature of curriculum

implementation. Organizational characteristics of a.curri-

cular change system affect the developmental process in

which lndividuals interact in the dynamic problem-solving

process. Common's references include Hallr I'la11ace and

Dossett (I973), Fullan and Pomfret (1977\ t Leithwood and

Russell (1973). l4odels should recognize the inrfividuals in

the process who react ln change situations and make decisipns

ln a particular organizati'onal milieu. Beauchamp (1978)

referred to this as deter:mi:ni'ng "action strategy."78 Ron

Commonts statements di'rect model-builders for school divisi'on

program'change. A model- mi'ght offer practical frameworks for

organi'zing the contexts and defining and tackling tasks. A

modeJ- could direct interact,ions and coordi'nati'on of the

efforts of individuals involved as colLaborators in the

dynami'c process. Such a model would incorporate ongoing

77 Ibid., pp. L2-1,4.

78 Ibid., pp. l-5-17.
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evaluation since goal-setting is both an individual and

system comPonent of the Process.

Examined from a change perspective, "implementation

should be an organizational development process in toto. "

Common refers to Musella (1971), Dalin (1975), Nicodemus

(1976, 1977), French and BelI (1973). This literature

suggests that teachers will interpret programs in ways that

reflect their local situational need r.79 Fidelity to in-

tents of provincially developed programs can, therefore,

be best assured and measured through models that clarify

local context and involve the teacher as key reporter-

evaluator. l{utual adaptation apPears to be a key to imple-

mentation success.

In introducing his index of 34 models of pro-

gram implementation, Dr. Ron Common states that the models

of change can be classified in three gtoop=.8o one cate-

gory, theory into practice models t or research and develop-

ment models, would assume teachers in the innovation process

to be passive disseminators. The next categorlz, social

interaction models, would place emphasis on convincing key

persons'of the usefulness of particular program changes

and using interpersonal contact to communicate the change

specifics. A thÍrd category is problem-solving models.

In these more client-centred models, users define needs of

the fnnovation" The t,eacher is involved in assessi'ng needs,

79Ibid., pp. 15-20.

80 Ibid., pp. 27-28.
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examining problems, and vtorking with other professÌonals

in seeking sol-utions. The problem-solving models seem to

have greatest apptication to school division implementation

of revised programs.

Common cites extensive review of change models

reported by Bennis et al (1976).81 They refer to three

tlpes of process models. The '!empìrical-rational model"

proposes the approach, 'Convince them and they'11 change.'

The second type of model has the 'tnormative-reeducative

approach" that involves collaboratÌon that assists the

client as problem-solver and active-researcher. ThiÉ

normative-reeducatÍve model- assumes that change agents work

to promote personal development of Índividuals withÍn the

system, with resultant organizational changes. This model

holds promi'se for helpi'ng teêchers get good at changi'ng. In

the thi:d category of change rnodels, that Bennis et al

l-abet "the povrer-coersive approachr" political and economic

sanctions are employed as a nethod to enforce change. These

authors propose that the powe¡-ge€r¡sive model is li.kely to

lead to what Goodlad and Klein refer to As "bLunti'n9" at

the cLassroom level wi:th li'ttle reaL change in school. pro-

grams.

lluberman applied Rogers' analysis of how an indi-

vidual moves through the innovation process. Rogersr adap-

tive categories appear in the Huberman model that identifi'es

tasks that lead to "integration" of a proposed change i'n

8LIbid., pp. 28-29.
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actual practíce. The three positive actions promoting

that integration were he1p, service, and nurtrrr..82 Those

are three aétions which should appear as dominant features

of any model that proposes to encourage teachers to change

classroom practice.

In his index, Ron Common includes the Fox model that
describes I'The Support System!' which is related to two

other components called "The Curriculum" and "The LearnÍng

Transaction. " This Support System identifies key persons

and groups who contribute to the curriculum activities

which are outcomes of teacher and student interaction. Fox's

Support System is depicted as contributing to the curriculum

development process that determines the following: rules,
norms, procedures, relationships, requi'rements, structures,

and organization. The Fox model- fails to state what leads

to decÍsi'ons in these areas. However, the Fox model has

value in identifying p3-aceho3-ders for further analysÌ=.83

Another model that merits mention is Havelockrs

Change Agent model (1970), which i's a six-phased change

agent model for educational i'nnovation. The six phases

identified have response from 'Change Agentf as process

helper, catalyst, and solution giver, The weakness in
thi's model may be that action is not depicted as being

derived from teacher and student but more from a top-down

82 Ibid., pp. 88-89.

83 Ibid., p. 72.
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position of trouble-shooting to plant a pre-conceived

package. However, the change agent concept can be trans-

ferred to serve in models that have different vÍews.84

Common writes, "l4odels provide a framework or way

of defining and ordering the implementation process and of

anticipating difficulties."S5 This researcher is concerned

with how the literature consistently highlights the difft-

culties. AnticÍpating difficultiÞs must surely be followed

by identification of what is to be done! That i's what needs

to be incorporated in future modelsl

Ron eommon summarizes what the literature promotes

as "The Teacherf s Perspectiveu within the implementation

process. Hls analysis is based on vi'ews shared by curricul-um

writers Herron (f971), Eisner (1970), Russel (I975) t Goodlandt

Kl-ein et al (1970), Lippet et al- (L967) | FullEn (1972) |

olson (L977) , Bridges (1968) , Eddy (L977). I I"lÍ1Iower (1963)

and HalJ- (1975) .

Common conclusions suggest that teachers and stu-

dents should be "effectors of the implementation process.!l

Supporting this view are Harman (I977) , Russell (1-975) and

Fullan (1982). They agree that implementation designs

should centre at the classroom level where teachers and

students are implementing. The literature indicates that

implementation should be approached from the user's point

of view. lfe need model-s that reflect this focus!86

84

85

86

Ibid., p.

Ibid., p.

Ibid., pp

'7 3.

31.

31-38.
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Included in Ron Commonr s l9B0 report are useful

resources to curriculum implementation designers. Common

contributes a valuable bibliography on models for curriculum

implementation. ST He has also compiled an index of 34

models.88 He offers a useful table, "Link Between organ-

izational Pattern and Implementation Factors. " This table

lists reports on studies that identify factors affecting

implementation under the following four headings:

. Organizational Climate

. Leadership

. llutual Quest-Reciprocated Quest by and
in a Leader

. communication Across Hierarchi"=. 89

Common has prepared a check-list that is a practical

tool in identifying potential conflict. 90 This check-l-ist

has direct appl-ication to school division implementati'on

design. The Common bibliography, index, tab1e, and check-

list synthesize much that needs to be considered in develop-

ing a model for curricul-um i:nplementation at the school

division level-.

,Ronald C" DoI1's chapter .Initiating Curriculum

Improvement" confirms that for several decades educators

have proposed centralllz coordinated approaches to curriculum

B7rbid.,

88rbid.,

89rbid.,

9orbid.,

pp.

pp.

pp.

Pp.

40-6r.

62-97.

100-104.

98-99.
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implementation in school divisions. 1n 1946, Alice Miel

is quoted thus:

Organization becomes useful only when it
facilitates group endeavor. It serves
best when it is functional, when it per-
mits widespread participation and free-
flowing i.nterpersonal relationships, when
it fulfil-Ls the institution's own purpose,
when it provldes for continuity of
problem-solving, and when it arranges
for coordination among groups.

I^Ihile Do1I sees the school unit as key, he makes a

strong case for a division-coordinated approach for reasons

of communication, articulation, and effective problem-

solving. Do11 comments on steering committees, critical

expectations of curricul-um improvement programs, and feel-
ings of professional staff. Discussed over a decade agor

these ideas have had limited translation in school division

practice. Dol1's prescripti'on fails to state what tasks

must be done to ensure effective change.

' Do11 classifies participants in curriculum improve-

ment as being inside 1oca1 districts or outsi'de local di's-

tricts. Outside agencies, vrrites Do11, must be considered.

in division designs to ensure balanced contribution to a

division plan. Doll confirms that cJ.assroom teachers êre

key determiners of school- curriculum, Teachers seek oppor-

tunities to learnr,rith other teachers in their district.
Doll refers to Broderick and l{ason (1958) in stating that

teachers prefer group curriculum-I-earning activities wi^th

school district colIeagu.".91 Current Manitoba studies

9lnonald c.
Making and Process

Dol-l, Cr.rrricuJum Improvement!- Dec!sion
(Boston, lvláss.: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,

L9701, p. 285.



€. Val-ue the Processes of
Communlcation and Coordination

A model for curriculum improvement should help

avoid what Ronald DoLl identifies as major conmunication

barriers. One barrier is manufacture and spread of rumour.

Another barrier is filtering of information invol-ving el-im-

highlight this preference.

tate t,eacher-interaction in

activities.

92

77

Any change model should facili-
division curriculum change

inating or screening of important Ínformation.

I{ittrs ten guidelines in planning for effective

in curriculum improvement projects:

. Develop good human relations.

. Provide for interchange of ideas.

Communicate at levels of interest
and understandi'ng.

Secure common understanding of what
is communicated.

Use a variety of media.

lrlaintain a cooperative spfrit in
the process of communicatlon.

Distribute curricul-um material-s wi'th
di scretion.

Provide needed facilities, materials,
and servlces.

Provi'de t.ime for communicati'on.

DolI lists

communication

Insist on attr4cti^ve publicatlons,
on pictoriaL and graphic materials
high technical. quaLity,9.2

Ibid., p. 316.

and
of
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Doll offers ideas on strategies for improving school

programs through master-planning. Guidelines in group

process are offered for leaders. DoII concludes, "Central-

ized planning works best when it accomplishes those things

which do not rightfully belong to the individual school. "

ActÍons should promote coordination, desirable conformity,

and economy of time and effort. Power in master planning

can be had by designating, organizing a central steering

committee, working with lay groups, and establishing task

forces. Four dangers in central office master planning

are summarized. The four dangers are! not enough involve-

ment in decision-makirg, too much paper work, unwise com-

parisons of teachers and kids, ffiilitary-Iike directives.93

Certainly DoIl's analysis is useful to curriculum imple-

mentation designers. Dollts research on concerns of prac-

titioners of curriculum improvement is worth noting. He

ranked 2I concerns. Those concerns might be attended to

in strong models for division implementation,94

Doll recognizes guidance to curriculum implemen-

tation designers offered by James B. Macdonald in "An

Example of Disciplined Curriculum Thinking." In this arti-

cle, l4acdonald chooses "to focus upon theory as the develop-

ment of frameworks from which designs can be generated

rather than theory as the testing of desigrr=.95 He defends

93rbid.,

94rbid.,

95rbia.,

pp. 322-327.

Appendix A, p.

p. 422.

4r2.
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the idea that curriculum theorizing should remain broad

enough in scope to include the use of aesthetic rationality

since the systems metaphor has not been enough" llacdonaldrs

propositions to guide dynamics of theorizing recognize

curriculum as fluid and emerging, and as dependent on school

subsystems and relationships between people. IÍacdonald

sees need to reserve freedoms for individuals wi-thin struc-

tures of the curriculum conte*t".96

"No one method will permit a universal implementation

of ners programs." Parker and Rubin state this view in their

chapter, "The Engineering of a Process-Centred Curriôulum."

They propose that a variety of methods shoul-d be i'ncorpor-

ated in any model for program shifts. Processes can be

thought of as goals in themselves when they lead persons

toward meeting objectives of a particular curricular inno-

vation. In thi's context, it is useful to consider three

model-s that Parker and Rubi'n offer for treating process as

content. These models suggest some steps that coULd involve

teachers in learning how to change. rrProcesses are not

merely vehicJes to destination but are themselves a des-

tination .'97 Ful1an affirms thi's.!

This section of the literature report had Pri'rne

focus on the criticaL implementati'on task; rOrganize and

Manage Curri'cul-um ïmplementation: Clarify Processes and

96 Ibíd., pp. 42I-432.
97J. Cecil Parker and lrouis rJ. R.ubin, Pr'ocess as

Content: Curriculurn Desi and the i'cation of Knowled
cago:

pp.53-54.
a v o ege Pu Companlt,
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Structures. t In reporting that literature, many strong

themes emerge that help describe dimensions of that curri-

culum change challenge and the inter-relatedness of the five

tasks of The Critical Tasks Comppnent. Fo1-lowing is a list

of opinions that reputable curriculum writers consistently

express.

Recognize Other Overlapping Issues
from the Literature

The following list summarizes common beliefs of

curricul-um writers on issues of organization and management.

The change process requires supporting
leaders and facilitation,

Change depends on a climate that invi'tes
experimentation and includes stimuJ,ation.

Effective change strategies are based on
clearly defined needs of participants.

Change contexts require an open process
that aLlows a place for newcomers.

Known barriers to change can be dealt
with through effective planning.

Appropriate models help direct purpose-
ful action,

Eval-uation
change.

is part of getting good at

Resistant factors in the change scene can
contrÍbute to balance and quality of pro-
grafns.

Participatory management styl-es contri-
bute to effective program change.

Teachers interpret programs
reflect their own and local
priorities.

in ways that
community

Teachers need help, service, and nurture
as they change.
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Students and teachers should be at the
centre of implementation designs.

Teacher interaction in program change
activities should be facilitated.

False rumours and inappropriate filter-
ing of information are serious barriers
to positive change.

A human development focus is important
in program change.

Major tasks should be analyzed in ways
that recognize the complexities and
focus the action of individual problem
solvers.

Centralized division implementation
efforts should promote coordination,
desirable conformity, and economy of
time and effort.

Organizíng and managing school division
program shifts can be focussed at three
leve1s:

1) classroom teacher with students
2) school unit with principal as

leader
3) school division unit responsible

for coordination and cornmunication
of the division wide effort.

g. Summary Statement

Organi zíng and managing for implementation of re-

vj-sed K to XII school programs is an ongoing curriculum

change ù,ask. The following headings have served to indi-

cate major issues highlight.ed in the literature:

Foster Cooperative Planning at
Teacher, School and Division Level
Assure Continuation of Initiated
Reforms
Promote Program Effectiveness
through Strong LeadershiP
(1) Establish structures for

problem solving
(2) Apply administrative theorY

to models for change

a

b

c
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(3) fncorporate principles of
learning and motivation in
change designs

(4) Broaden awareness of manage-
ment issues and organizational
patterns

Assess Other Program Change Mode1s
Value the Processes of Communi-
cation and Coordination
Recognize Other Overlapping Issues
from the Literature.

headings represent overlapping facets that relate

that follows reports the literature on professional

issuep. Planning that promotes professional develop-

a major theme in literature reviewed. Researchers

d
e

f

to the other four critical tasks.

Establishing overview and defining goals was the

first critical- task dealt with in this report. Next was

specific focus on organizing and managing for change. The

These

also

section

growth

ment is

agree that professional growth depends largely on teacher-

defined goals and effective division support structures.

3. Plan fnservice for Professional Development;
A Continuous Growth Proc:ess

A critical component ín implementation planning has

focus on professional development. Literature reviewed

confirms the need for ongoing inservice. Teachers should be

involved in determining their professional needs related to

understanding intents and establishing goals for implement-

ing new or revised provincial programs. Teachers need sup-

port in translating those goals with students. This aspect

of professional activity is an area for which there seems

need for research. The discouraging record on program

Ímplementation success points very directly at failure in
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hel-ping teachers change while they are busy at teaching.

The challenge is complex.

From Brandon Universilty, Jack Lam summarizes in The

tlanitoba Journal of Education, Fall, L979:

Teachers are more likely
inservice that is linked
of the schools than they
programs.

to benefit from the
to the general effort
are from single shot

I{e must, writes Lamb, "rethink inservice as a sequence of

echo this state-98interrelated activities. I' Many researchers

This section of the report on the literature will be

organized under the following

ment.

the critical task that relates

four headings which focus on

to professional growth issues:

a) Apply Learning Theory
Peop1e Change

to Models that Help

b) Approach Inservice as a Continuum from
Preservice Education

c) Bncourage Coordinated Division Structures
and Supports that Promote ProfessÍonal-
Development

d) Recognize Other Overlapping Themes from
the Literature

a) Apply Learning Theory to l{odeIs
that He1-p Pèople Change

The use of l-earni'ng theory by curriculum planners is

assumed. Learning is individual. PsychologicaJ- theory con-

tributes to understanding the processes of teach:ing and

learning. Saylor and ALexander present one usefuL reference

98_--Jack Lam,
Manitoba Journal- of

rrEffectiveness of an Inservi'ce Wor:kstropr "
1,977) -. 29.Education ¡ (Fall,
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in their "Model of Behaviour and Learning.u99

is based on principles they discuss under the

headings:

Their model

following

. Human Traits and Potentialities

. Reacliness

. Behaviour

. Learning

. Transfer of Learning

. Personal Determinants of Behaviour.

Saylor and Alexander stress that an individual responds to

an environment as he or she perceives it. "Learning results

from behavioural responses to environmental situatiorr". "l00

Saylor and Alexander predict that perceptions of an indi-

vidual in a curriculum change situation will be shaped by:

. inherited capacities, talents, capa-
bilities, potentialities, and motor
ski 1Is

stock of previous learnings and the
organization and structure developed
of these learnings in terms of know-
1edge, concepts, generalizations, and
modes of behaving

attitudes, values, and wants

needs

skills, abilities, and competencies

concepts
personaL

goal-sets

drives

of self as a person and
aspi'rations

and situation-sets

incentives seen in the si'tuation

99Saylor
l"lodern Schools,

and AJexander,
p. 223.

Ibid., p" 227.

Curriculum Planning for

t_0 0
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Curricul-um implementation, referred to by Saylor

and Alexander as "diffusioDr" can be examined as a compre-

hensive self-study, improvement program within school sys-

tems. Saylor and Alexander suggest four steps that operate

simultaneously in different phases or units of the school

system. In school systems where comprehensive programs on

curricuLum appraisal and action are needed, the four steps

proposed are:

. Identification of Curriculum ìfeeds

. Investigation of Innovative Practices

. Controlled Evaluation of Innovations

. Diffusion of InnovatÍons.

In commenting on the evaluation step, Saylor and Alexander

refer to Milesr review of innovations and the need to in-
volve participants in establishing evaluation plans to

monitor change. lol

Robert Zaís classifies representative curriculum

designs as learner-centred, subject-centred and problem-

centred.L02 His anal-ysis is useful.

Þluch of the literature would favour what Zais

describes as the learner-centred model for.ímplementing

school Brograrns. This model- would place the teacher as

key learner in a division-wi'de imptementation process.

This approach views society in democratíc terns, assumes

individual-s as goodr ênd regards learning in holistic terms.

Individual- development is valued with organizational patterns

101Ibid., pp. 42I-426.

I02
Foundations
pp.397^430.

Robert S. Zaís, Curriculum Principles and
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowel-l Company, 1976)
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determined primarily by needs, interestsrand purposes of

l-earners cooperating in the change process.l03 The learner-

centred model would allow response to evo1ving or emergent

activities recognized as important during the growth process.

Teachers interact with others i'n the processi both adult-

collaborators and student-learners. Teacher-assessed readi-

ness and ongoing analysis of personal- J-earning needs regard-

ing the intended innovation would direct professional devel.=

opment activity. The model capitalizes on intrinsic moti-

vation. That intrinsic motivation leads to relevant activity

that meets individual needs. The problem-solving focus has

wide application. Zaís writes with child-learners in mind.

The model also has relevance to adul-t teacher-learners.

Adequate coordination and monitoring is needed to assure

that division-wide priorities are being met as individuals
interpret their individual- needs and seek pxofessional

devel-opment. Division curriculum leaders must ensure K to XII

articulation of program intents both horizontally and

vertical-ly for greatest progrram ilnprovement. Learner-

centred professional- development model-s are promi'sing as

part of a division impLementation process.
\

Zais has described eight modeJ-s for curriculum

engineering that apply most directly to deveLopment stages

but which refer also to implementation. The prototypes

offer framework features that mi'ght be combined in models

for the future.l-04

103

L04

rbid. /

rbid.,
pp.

pp.

4 08-4i.3.

447 -468 .
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Zais outlines problems of the "Admi'nistrative
(r't.op-down") I{ode1" for curriculum engineering. J'05 That

model- alone is too simpl-istic for "people change" and the

dynamics of implementation. However, some managerial

principles can be borrowed.

The "Demonstration Model" is one that Zaís claims

has some grass-roots features. l-06 rt can provide safe and

workable conditions for easing into change. It can offer
an interim stage where division col-leagues can observe an

action-example of activity in which they might become in-
volved. Those teachers ready to try and Èest program shi'fts
can give administrators and consultants some trial-run
practice. Used exclusively, this nodel causes problems

related to elitism, distrust, self-serving, and destructive
competition. Open communication and cooperation must bond

any "project demonstratorst' with their divlsion colleagues

to prevent resentments and promote collegial growth. ZaÍs'

anal-ysis indicates that division coordinating corunittees can

contribute to this bonding process.

Zais describes the grass-roots model as a demo-

cratic orientation that invoLves teachers, students, parents

and lay community in curriculum development and implemen-

tation.I0T Declaring the teacher as key to implementation

105

106

107

rbid",
rbid.,
rbid.,

pp.

pp.

pp.

447 -448.

4s0-451.

448-450.
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success, Zaís highlights the following four principl-es of

the grass-roots model:

. The curricul-um will improve only as
the professional competence of teachers
improves.

" The competence of teachers will be
improved only as the teachers become
involved personally in the problems of
curriculum revision.

. rf teachers share in shaping the goals
to be attained, in selecting, defining,
and solving the problems to be encoun-
tered, and in judging and evaluating
the results, their involvement will be
most nearly assured.

As people meet in face-to-face groups,
they wil-l- be able to understand one
another better and to reach a consensu
on basic principles, goa1s, and þtans.

S
108

The grass-roots model requires that roles and functions have

precise definition since the participatory democracy model

is being applied to a very complex process.

"Beauchamp's System" of five critical decision-

making areas is a model for curriculum engineering that has

had heavy emphasis on curriculum documents.109 Zais attri-

butes that modelr s top-down administrative features as the

reason for its .limited success.

"Taba's Inverted Model" inverts the traditional

sequence to begin the curriculum process wíth teachers

planning units.110 Tabars Model, according to zais, though

intended to integrate theory and practice, has serious

limitations.

L08

109

110

rbid.,
rbid.,

rbid.,

p. 449.

pp. 45L-454.

pp.454-458.
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"Rogersr Interpersonal Model" centres on "people

changer* trust in process, and interaction-human relations

in encounter groups.

"The Systematic Action-Research }4odel" views curri-

culum change as social change. The Smith, Stanley and

Shores Model (1957), gir¡en as an example, has focus on human

relations, as well as school and community organization

and professional authorities. Action-research is process

ordentedf. is concerned with program quality, and has a

top-down orÍentation. Zaís views Action-Research models

as more disciplined than grass-roots approach"".111

"Technical Models" would seem inappropriate for

curriculum implementation. 112

From the Zais analysis the "learner-centred modelr'

holds greatest promise. I'Ihere strong division support

structures exist the "demonstration mode1" and "grass-roots"

approaches can be utilized in early stages of innovation.

Effective coordination is needed if isolated program pro-

jects are to enhance total division efforts toward pro-

fessÍonal- development. Zais wouJd place the teacher as

central in any mode1.

Numerous studies connect professional development

with putting programs in p1ace. Farris reports a field-

based study involving home economics teachers. She offers

useful self-needs assessment and evaluation checklists.

1l_1

IL2
rbid.,
rbid.,

463-467.

pp. 467-468.
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Setting of personal self-improvement objectives were re-

corded under these practical headings:

As a result: of ,

I want to
Because
I will know I have accomplished this by 113

From such personal commitments from teachers involved in

cooperative planned inservices, researchers report signifi-

cant change and grolth.

b) Approach Inservice as a Continuum
from Preservice Education

Good relationships betwèen university and public

school systems are important in promoting effective change.

Critical- factors are openness and communication on personal

1evels with universJ-ty staff as on-site helpers.l14

fn relation to inservicing, other teacher needs

reported are stress reduction, choice availability, feelings

of safety, ongoing support, continuous feedback and colla-

boration with other teachers, as reported by Thomas and

Hartman. ll-5 They see major inservice trends for the future

as being cooperative efforts between teacher educators and

113Charlotte Farris, FieId Based Inservice Course
for Home Economics Teachers. Two Year ort: I975-1977.

ommun erv ce o e$t
f

or cumen ro-
t on Serv C€T ED 709 1978) | p, 33.

114 Richard Les, Cooperative Relationships in
Preservice and Inservice: A Report Prepared for Di sion H

Ãeia (nRIC ooc umen t RéÞoiduction Service, ED 195 548, 1980),pTz.
llsrhoous stephens and carol Hartman, "rnservice

EducatÍon Its Murky Past and Uncertain
in Teaching and T,earning (1978): 1-3.

Future, " Viewpoints
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school personnel. Inservice education is viewed as a con-

tinuum from preservice education.

One facet not directly dealt with in this review

is the question of preservice training of teachers. Could

more self-initiated, self-directed patterns for learning

be induced through innproved teacher education programs? The

literature suggests some promise. Implementation of revised

programs requires professional skills that can be nurtured

in teacher education faculties. Individual teachers benefit

from an early start in becoming flexible and good at program

change. They need to develop as "effectors" of the imple-

mentation process which is the role Ron Common confirms is
a must. Preservice and inservice for teachers needs to be

reviewed.

Myrna Cooper proposes a process of participatory

democracy through practical invol-venent of teachers in inser-

vice planning. Her simple guidelines for collaboration are

worthwhi t. . 
116

I'filliam Webster!s California study based on reports

from 107 school-s reported job-rel-ated or job-ernbedded inser-
vice as seen to be most useful- by teachers. They felt that
inservice during the ti'rne that teaching is going on is best.

They said they learned most from other teachers.ILT

r16Myrna Cooper, Collaboratin in In-Service Education
(ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 161 853, L977).

L17

California (
I{iIliam E. Webster, fnservice Teacher Education in
ERIC Document Reproduction Service ED 160570,

r9771 .
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The literature indicates advantage j-n active involve-

ment of teacher educators in coordinated division-based

professional development activities related to program change

efforts.

c) Encourage Coordinated Division Structures and
Supports that Promote Professional Development

Tanner and Tanner identify the teacher as key

decision-maker in curriculum implementation. Imposed curri-

culum reforms have failed. Teacher:proof curriculum pack-

ages seldom lead to lasting success and are incompatible

with professionalism. These authors see greatest promise

in a growth model- of teacher competence that promotes active

teacher involvem"rrt. 118

Tanner and Tanner stress that curriculum leaders

must help the teacher build a knowl-edge base. Leaders must

avoid pitfalls of "error orientation" and become more "concerns

based" or problem-centred. Tanner and Tanner agree with

Jackson (1971) that "defect" oriented inservice is to be

- 119avoided Inservices, consultative support, and super-

visory assistance are important, and they require funds and

strong p'lanning. Teachers must not be ignored or left iso-

lated if successful implementation of a program is a divÍsion
goa1.

The need for goal-set.ting by learners is deeplv

rooted in progressive philosophy, the curriculum f.i.terature,

118ourri"1 Tanner and Laurel Tanner,
Developrnent Theory Into Practice (New York:

x.
119rbid., p, 587.

Curri'cufum
uãffiilGã-Þub-
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and accepted principles of, learning. Tanner and Tanner ex-

press this vierv and declare, ". choice-making is the

process of democracy. One goal of learning is the develop-

ment of Índividual and group responsibility for making choices

and setting objectives and testing their va1idity."129 Par-

ticipants in planning for curriculum implementation need

practice at setting real-istic goals. Self-directing involve-

ment enhances self-concept which promotes learning. The

critical factors of motivation ut. *oru likely to lead to

posj-tive change where goal-s are learner-set, reported l4orse

and Ivingo, (l-969) .I2L When individual schooJ units and the

school division planning unit become effective in setting
group goals and establishing procedures for reaching those

goals, they are engaged in "learning how to learn.'r For-

ward looking school- divisions might take this holistic ap-

proach to any implementation project Ínvolving K to XfI

curricula.

It is irnportant that cur:riculum leaders work with

teachers in task-focused situatj-onsrreport Harris and

Hartgraves (1971). Improved instruction is likel-v when

supervi"br." serve as consultants i'n direct and "oir.oorative
problem-so1,ving contexts, conclude }laucJçer and Pendergraft

(Ig57L.122 n recurring theme expressed by Tanner and Tanner

is the need to encourage teachers to think experimental-l-y

*

L20Ibid., p. 606.

L2rIbid., p. 606.

L22 Ibid., p. 631.
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as they work at improving curriculum. Curriculum leaders

are cautioned to recognize the rvide range of teacher readÍ-

ness for formal experimentation and the supports needed for

developmental research. Lessons learned through action-

research projects stress that forced teacher involvement

can raise resistance to change. Teacher-readiness must be

read. The leaders must be perceived as active partners in
the process.

From an ASCD report, Tanner and Tanner list leader-

ship functions that "spring from the foundations of c.urri-

culum development.uI23 Tho". functions shoul-d be considered

in designing professional development for implementing K to XII
provincial guidelj-nes at the school division level. The

leadership functions ares

. Develop balance in the curriculum

. Develop balance in the educational
program for the chíl-d.

. Develop eommonality of goals.

. Provide for adjustment of contra-
dictions lrrithin the program.

Provide for controJ of the over-
development of Índividual areas.

Provide for design and organization
of the i'nstructi'onal- program in
terms of knowl-edge of human growth
and ddvel-opment, value patterns,
social trends, educati.on research.

Provide for continuous evaluation
in terms of fundamental principles
and objectives.

L23Ibid. , p. 6.32 .
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Stimulate change--to act as a
change special-ist.

view of

l4odels for curriculum implementation should recognize these

functions.

Lippits (J'967) reported that optimal conditions for

change include expert assistance for teachers at a practical

Ieve1. Teachers value strong consultant help and ongoíng

evaluation of the implementatíon process. Visits to other

classrooms and support in risk-taking r,'ras needed as curri-

culum implementation was being initiated.125

Promoting innovation with a segmented or adhoc

approach has proven to be ineffective, reports Janowitz

(1969). He proposed an "aggregate model as focused on the

totality of the educational function with all important

curricul-ar elements and goals being treated in their inter-
dependenc"."126 with this model, schools are more likely to

fulfil-l a hol-istic personaS--socletal growth function. Key

relationships and cumulative interactions can be recognized

as school divisions plan for professional development. WhÍle

K to XII'provincially issued programs are distributed one

document at a time, school divisions cannot afford piecemeal

approaches to Ímpl-ementing them. The designs for imple-

mentation must be coordinated and promote effective inte-
gration within the total school program.

124

L25

126

rbid.,
rbid.,

rbid",

p. 632.

p. 6 51"

p.689.

Provide for a
all the areas.

svnoptic
]-24
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rrSchool-s must be sensitive to the concomitant and

unanticipated effects of the innovationr" warn Tanner and

Tanner. They quote the HaIl and Rapp (-197f) report on the

Gary, Indiana study where adverse impact on children's

attitudes hras found t.hough a particular performance-

contracting progr€rm appeared to be successful in other r^¡ays.

Many other examples exist. In planning for program shifts,

designers must guard that the process does not merely pro-

mote a new program. Teachers must be continually evaluating

the process and program outcomes to gauge real effects with

learners, Ford Foundation (]-,g72) reports highlight the

shortcomings of projects "imbibed in promotional rhetoricr"

and geared to managerial ef f ici.r,"1r.I27 Teachers must en-

gage in ongoing eval-uatÍon as they implement. This requires

planned professional development.

d) Recognize Other Overlapping Issues
from the Literature

Curriculum writers consistently express the v.iews

summarized in the following statements that relate to pro-

fessional growth:

Psychological theory can contribute in
human-change projects.

A learner-centred change model, where
teacher is central, holds greatest pro-
mise for school program improvement.

Parents and la1z community should be
part of division curriculum implemen-
tation efforts.

I27 Ibid., p. 689.
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University staff as on-site helpers
can strengthen division change pro-
j ects

A continuum of preservice to inser-
vice with effective collaboration
at division level can reduce stress
for teachers.

Job-imbedded inservice is best.

" Defect-oriented "
be avoided.

inservice is to

Increased motivation to learn rests
in learner-set goals.

School division leaders must guard
program balance.

Curriculum leaders need to be per-
ceived as active partners by
teachers with whom they collabor-
ate.

Teachers value consultants most if
help is given directllr at the
school and classroom leve1.

DivÍsion impS.ementation planners
must recognize unanticipated ef-
fects, emergent actfvities, and
evolvÌng needs.

Program improvement is not merely
promoting a new programl-The users
must be researching and evaluating.

e) Summary Statement

The l-iterature reflects the need for ongoing in-

service linked to teacher-determined goals in program change

contexts. Curriculum writers stress need for shifts from

the top-down direction in professional- deveS.opment action.

The teacher must be an assertive interpreter of, program

guidelines rather than a passive recipient of directions

for change. Quality of cooperation and collaboration is a
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major issue. Sharing and helping others in the process are

promoted. Major findings on professional developrnent re-

ported in this section of this literature review are suiltmar-

ízed in the following statements which served as sub-headings:

a) Apply Learning Theory to t,Iodels that
Help People Change

b) Approach Inservice as a Continuum
fro¡n Preservice Education

c) Encourage Coordinated Division
Structures and SupPorts that
Promote Professional Development

d) ff::3:'i;"î'ffi: il::l3iil::
Positive changes in school programs depend on con-

tinuous professional development of school program imple-

mentors. Statements from the literature on professional-

development for program change apply also to issues in the

next section of this report where the focus is on climates

for change.

4. Nurture Roles and Relationshi s that Promote
ec veC ange: Assure a uppo ve mate

Effective program change in schools depends on

individuals in !h. change settÍng. The J-iterature offers

direction to those who wish t.o create supportive climates

for program changers. In this section, reports from the

literature are used to elaborate on the task of nurturing

rol-es and relationships that promote effective change. Key

facets of that task that must be recognized and attended to

are summarized in the followinq statements which will- serve

as headings:
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a) Respond to Key Social Factors in
Shifting Change Contexts

b) Va1ue the Shift in the View of the
Teacher to Active Researcher in
Program Improvement
(1) Nurture the teacher
(2) Focus on principles

motivation

as
of

researcher
chãnge and

c) Foster Supportive Leadership and the
Linking RoIe

d) Avoid Obstacles
Approaches

and Adopt Positive

e) Promote the Teacher as Reacher

These statements sum¡narize what curriculum writers
identify as complex, interdependent dimensions of the nur-

turj-ng task. These are the actions that can contribute to
a supportive climate so necessary for program i-mprovement in
schooi- divisions.

a) Respond to Key Soci-al Factors
in Shifting Change Contexts

Roles and relationships fit into complex, shifting
contexts. Leithwood and Russell present a process model of

implementation of school- change. They explain that imple-

mentation encompasses, rather than serves, curricul-um develop-

ment. They base their report on an Ontario project begun i'n

1967, the Peterborough Operation for fndividualizati'on of

Student Education (POISE). School autonomy and teacher

responsiblity $rere heavily emphasized in this project. Their

model, in chart form, is "Possible Interaction Components

and Changes in School Change Model. " The components identified
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are worth studying for ways ín which they interact at desig-

nated stages in any implementation plan.I28

Leithwood and Russell elaborate on specific topics

their model- identifies. The irnplêmentation process they des-

cribe is complex. Their tentative model allows for involved

j-nteraction that must be part of strong school division
plans. Key roles identified are teacher, principal, adminis-

trator, and academic .L29

Robert Travers comments on research needs related

to social settings of schools. He reports that investi-

gation is required on attitudes and cooperation in sóhoo1s,

particularly on social factors that make educators efficient

or inefficient. "The relationship of teachers to principals

is a worthwhil-e area of research.r'130

Evaluation of school processes through scientific

techniques has offered little conclusive direction. Imple-

mentation of school programs has too often been examined as

if it were static. Curriculum impJ-ementation means change

for the persons invoLved. Planning ways to determine what

to change and how to measure change witl- always challenge

educators.

]-28K. A. Leithwood and H. II. Russell, "Focus on
4 (1): 10-25.Implementation, " Interchan e

t29rbid.
130

Educational
Robert M. W. Travers, Ari Introduction to
Research (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co.,

flC. r r PP. -190.
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Lill-ian Spitzer has prepared a valuable, selected.

bibliography of material written in the 1960rs. She includes

annotations that refer to social issues using terms which

continue to echo in the current l-iterature on educational

change:

organizational health (Bennis | 1966)

and client systemschange agents
(Bennis, l.966)

teacher receptivity (Bridges, 1968)

barriers to change, principal, as a
facilitator (Ches1er, 1963)

factors affecting public acceptance
of change (Goldhammer, 1965)

kinds of human beings (Good1ad, 1967)

problem diagnosis, points of entry
and leverage, temporary systems,
management of conf lict (Ilansen , 1,967)

peer counselling,
(Katz , L966)

open system theory

power structures in local school
districts (Kimbrough, 1965)

resistor role (Klein, 1966 )

(Lonsdale, 1964)readiness for change
(Lortie, L964)

Jerrold M. Novotney, The Principal and the
Challenge of Change An I /D/E/^ Monograph (Melbourne, Flor ida:
ERIC Document Reproduct
72.

ion Service, ED 031 787, 1968) , pp. 60-

' . por^¡er tactics and attitudç^çhange
activities (Wa1ton I 1965.131

Spitzer summarizes "Planning strategies, modeLs¡ rolest

receptivity, resistance, innovating, facilitatingt

13L
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dissemination, decision-making--' action words' predominate

. the current literature of change."I32

b) Va1ue the Shift. in the Vierv of the RoIe of Teacher
to Active Researcher in Program Improvement

Shifts in how teachers are viewed have been referred

to Ín this literature report às significant to curriculum

implementation success. I{any reputable curriculum writers

stress that teachers must be active researchers in meeting

program change challenges. Following are two strong mes-

sages from the literature on program improvement:

(1) Nurture the teacher as researcher
(2) Focus on principles of change and

motivation "

These recommendations serve as headings under which specific
references are used to defend the positions taken.

(1) Nurture the teacher as researcher

La\^rrence Stenhouse offers interesting comment in his

book An Introduct,ion to Curricul-um Research and Development.

A major theme in his book concerns his belief that a teacher

should approach curriculum impS-ementation as a researcher.

He proposes that teachers approach newly revised program

guidelines as recommendati'ons to be tested, verified, and

adapted in classroom practice. He refers to the "extended

professional" whose three critical characteri'stics seem to be:

the commitment to systematic questioni:rg
of one's o\¿n teaching as a basis for
deveLopment

r32Ibid.
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the commitment and the skills to study
oners own teaching

the concern to question and to test
theory in practice by the use of those
ski11s.

To these may be added as highly de-
sirable, though perhaps not essential, a
readiness to allow other teachers to ob-
serve onets work--directly or through
recordings--and to discuss it with them
on an open and honest basis.

In short, the outstanding charac-
teristics of the extended professional-
is a capacity for autonomous profes-
sional self-development through system-
atic self-study, through the study of
the work of other teachers and through
the testing of ideqs by classroom re-
search procedures. 133 -

Stenhouse reports on British studies that identify
barriers, gaps, and value conflicts that have been restric-
tive to impl-ementation of school programs. Reports by

Rudduck (L973) , Jung (1967) , and Dalin (1973) identify pro-

bl-ems Stenhouse believes could best be dealt with in curri-
culum j-mplementation designs that encourage the "teacher as

researcher. " Teachers need to work together in the context

of one innovation in ways that there will be transfer of
134that learning to solving new problems. This ís what

Canada'å Uichael Fu1lan would call "getting good change"at

in l-nno-by applying research and development procedures

vating !

I9hen Stenhouse proposes "disciplined intuition,
fusÍng creativeness and self criticistr, " one recognizes

13 3--"-Lawrence Stenhouse, An Introcluction to Curriculum
Research and Deve.lgpmen.g

134rbÍd,, p. 2zo.

on nemann E ucat ona Books
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Eisnerfs themes of this decade in America. Stenhouse refers

to reports of Skilbeck (1971), R.udduck (1975) , Schon (L97I)

and the School-s Council- Report (1974). Stenhouse proposes

techniques for cl-assroom study. He comments on limits of

interaction analysis approaches proposed by Amidon and Hunter

(1966) and Flanders (1970). Logical analysis approaches for

researching teaching have serious limits aceording to Smith

(1967 ) and l{alker (1971). I{hile Stenhouse admits some value

in both interactional and logical analysis, he sees the

greatest promise in "social anthropol-ogicaL" approaches. He

quotes reports from studies by IrIal-ker (197L)-t Hamilton (1973).t

Irfalker and Ademan (I972) , Quality in classroom programs is

enhanced rvhere teachers can examine their practice I'criti-

cally and systematically. " Teachers need to communicate and

report to each other in amutual-ly supportive trusting climate.

A practíca1- handbook that clarif,ies teacher roles

and responsibilities is CurrÍculum Plannin for the Classroom

an O.I.S.E. publication edited by Connelly, Duakacz, and

Quinlan. It tables "Major Tasks in Curriculum Development

and Chang€." That chart details stages of the process and

central'commlttee sequenced tasks. Ongoing professionaL

deveJ-opment is stressed. The teacher must assume the re-

searcher roIe. A set of curriculum action skil-l.s are of-

fered to encourage a sequenced, developmental. approach to

program change.135

tr35F. trtichael connelly, A1bert S. Dukaczr and Frank
Quinlan, Curricul,um Planni
oISE,198r

(Toronto ¡
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The roles of the teacher in effecting change have

been the topic of too few in-depth studies, according to

Itlary E1len Finch. She notes in her literature review the

increased interest in considering teachers as enquirers

and/or innovators. Finch conducted a study involving a four-

teacher team. She assumed the position of observer-participant

using direct observation, interview, documentary evj-dence,

and participant observation. She describes the administrative
context in terms of advocacy and reluctance. She summarized

the advocacy/reluctance situation of early phases of the

project implementation which was fraught with probleins.

Finch reports on the eventual project success. Subsequent

analysis allows her to comment that for success in innovation

there is need to determine:

. advocacy of school administration pri'or
to innovation

base of school adrninistratorrs support
as belng his,/her personal beli'ef orî the
result of coercion

. how teachers and administrators will
judge success of an innovation and
appreciate eactr other! s pressures.

, Finch reports on one junior high schoo] project to

implement an Optional Educational Program. This report is
useful since it highlights the importance of roles, relation-
ships, advocacy, and cooperative-collaborative efforts
needed for positive change in schooJ- settÍngs. These same

components operate at the school division leyeJ, Finch
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supports her views by specific references to reputable North

American educators. 136

An Ontario authority, Patrick Babin, confírms that

teachers are interpreters of provincial guidelines. He

streSSeS that the teachers' role is to translate documents

in ways they believe meet unique

and particurar learners.L37

characteri-stics of classroom

Canadian curriculum writers, Wilson and Irvine,

Theystress need for perceptive and flexible teachers.

summarize thus:

The developing teacher needs to be-
come avtare of the knowledge, demands,
opportunities, and excitement invol-ved
in seeking to develop the expertÍse that
gives power and judgment. t{e who are
teachers must find our O\^rn walz, as ure try
to draw useful appl-ications from our
philosophies, perceptions, and skills'
I{e hope to emerge with an approach that
reflects integrity and individuality,
that wili- stand the test of time, in-
spire hope in learners, lead them to
Jearn effectivelY, and produce the maxi-
mum benefÍt for the greatest number of
students. 138

Designs for implementation of K to XIT provincially issued

documents must provide for great Support to the teacher

who is àsked to be a competent researcher in the complex

process of innovation. Babin has much support for the

fo1l-owi'ng statement :

136t.ty EIlen Finch, "Behind the Teacherrs Desk:
The Teacher, Thé Administrator, and the Problem of Changer"
Curriculum In ]- 11 (Winter, 1981): 32L-342.

L37Conne1Iy, Curriculum Planning for the Classroom
p. 66.

l_38 Ibid., p. 111.
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The teacher' going beYond the
work of the curriculum developert
zeroes in on the needs and interests
of the learner and considers these
and the proposed curriculum in the
light. of his or her own beliefs and
curriculum orientations. Regardless
of the content of a curriculum docu-
ment, the teacher and the learners are
ultimately responsible for its expres-
sion in the classroom. They-are the
final curricul-um developers. 139

(2) Focus on principles of change and motivation

Ronald Do11, in his book Curriculum Improvement

stresses need for an environment rich in helpful and stimu-

Iating influences since improvement follows a process.

Doll_ confÍrms the widely held opinion that if school-

programs are to be strengthened, teacher growth must be nur-

tured. "Curriculum improvement results from improVement of

individual persons and organizations of peopl".f4

Persons determining models for implementing curri-

culum can consider interdisciplinary findings about change

in individuals and institutions. Dol1 pLaces emphasis on

cooperative effort, por^Ier of motivation, and significance of

institutional Arrangement. He str:eSSes need for attending

to school climate and working condÍtions, tempo of curricular

innovation, variety of currÍcul-um impl-ementati'on activities,

and deliberate evaluation procedures for different facets of

any curriculum implementation project.

139 Ibid., p. 66,

14 oootl 
, Curriculum Improvement I pp. ls9-191.
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DoII refers to the statement from the Bennis, Benne

and Chin (1961) report indicating that for school systems to

function enduringly, change should be a "deliberate, colla-

borative process. " This deliberate change process involves

the fol-lowing six features:

joint effort that involves mutual deter-
mination of goals

'Spirit of Inquiryr--a reliance on deter-
minations based on data publicly shared

existential reLationship growing out of
the 'here and now' situation

voluntary relationship between change-
agent and client with either party free
to terminate the relationship after
joint consultation

power distribution in which the client
and change-agent have equal or almost
equal opportunities to influence the
other

emphasis on methodglggical rather than
content learnings. 141--

change.

applied

Doll proposes eleven principles on how Índividuals

The following those principles wh-ich can beare

andat many stages levels of divisÍon-wide curricu-

1um implementation:

People improve wit,h greater enthusiasm
when they detect the desire of the stimu-
lator of improvement to improve himsel-f .
The argument, "You need improving, and I
am here to improve you" has s1-ight effect.
On the contrary, rrWe have a common pro-
blem; to solve it, \A¡e should all improve
our competencies" has a pleasanter, more
convincing ring.

141Ibid., p. L62
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The direction of improvement should be
determined cooperatively. Peoplers
goals differ. However, if they are to
work together effectivelY, they must
determine cooperatively the directj-on
theìr efforts are to take.

To achieve improvement, people must
identify and examine each otherrs
centráI1y-held values. This action is
difficult and time consuming. It re-
quires the best in communication--the
careful listening that Carl Rogers
talks about, the careful observing
that Daniel- Prescott recommends to
teachers. It demands lengthy talking
together and prolonged vratching of
each otherr s behavLor, so that the
persons invol-ved may truly sâY¡ "We
know each other. "

People improve through experiencing.
The ki'nd of teacher one is maY be
determined largelY bY the kinds of
experÌences he has had. SchooJ- sys-
tems should seek to Provide thei'r
teachers with the best of in-se::vice
education.

Stimulators of improvement should
divide their time between contacts
rvith individuals and contacts wi'th
groups. Research and practice show
that both individual conferencing
and group work are effective in help-
ing teachers improve the quality of
their work. The balance between these
two general procedures cannot be pre-
determined; i't can be judged onLy in
consideration of given, prevailing
situations.

Peoplers resistance to the efforts of
others to help them improve constitutes
a major individual difference. Not
only are some people more generally re-
sistant than others, but people vary
in their resistances to specific new
proposals.

I{henever possible, improvement should
be induced in situations that involve
problem-solving. People improve most
when a stimulator of improvement helps
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them sol-ve their own problems. Some
problems pose a threat, and therefore
cannot be dealt with immediately and
directly. For instance, teachers who
have troul¡le with classroom control are
often unable to discuss their control
problems dispassionately. Curriculum
workers should do their best to make
many such professional problems app{o-
priate ones for discussion and solution.

Stimulators of improvement should try
to create and maintain a climate of
freedom for those with whom they work.
This statement rests on the thesis that
people improve when they feel free to
improve. Irfhere there is a feeling ex-
pressed in the declaration "Mv boss
wonrt let mer" that feeling should be
el-imÍnated by carefull-y-guarded words
and behavÍor that point clearly to
permissiveness in the whole situation.

Stimulators of improvement should help
keep channels of communication open.
Psychological static easily gets bet-
ween the sender and the receiver of a
message. Itfuch of this static can be
cl-eared away by face-to-face communi-
cation. Curriculum workers should try
to hear what others say by listening
carefully, by repeating or rephrasing
peoplers comments, and by trying to
understand their messages.

Stj-mulators of improvement should use
their po$rer and influence with great
care. Educational leaders have largesse
to distribute in the form of positi'on,
sala.ry, approval, knowledge, prestige,
disciplinary controL, and even affection,
Their status often begets in teachers an
acquieseence that i's easil-y mistaken for
a genuine desire to improve. trVhen the
threat or the paternaLism is gone¡ êc-
quiescence disappears too.

Stimulators of improvement should operate
on a l-imited number of fronts at a given
time. Curriculum workers are learning
that sweeping, comprehensive improvements
rareLy take place. Rather, progress is
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made on a broken front, a little at
a time, in manageable form.I42

A curriculum implementation model should reflect

sound principles of change and motivation theory. A model

should allow flexibility for participants to interact in the

complex ways that theorists propose as significant to suc-

cess.

Ronald Doll does not propose specific models for

division or district implementation. He does focus on facets

of the change process. He offers four key facititating

action statements:

. Cause the climate and the working con-
ditions in your institution to encourage
curriculum improvement.

. Achieve and maintain appropriate tempo
in curriculum improvement.

Arrange for a variety of activj-ties
that lead to Ímprovement.

Build evaluation procedures int
curriculum improvernent project.

c) Foster Supportive Leadership
and the Linking Role

Ronald Doll's book, Curriculum Improvement , in-

cludes a chapter, "Leadership for Curriculum Improvement. "

In his book he speaks for supportive climates for the change

process.. He comments on three major theories that have been

used to describe effective leadership in curriculum change.

The first theory focuses on leader traits. Derived from

r42rbid., pp. 163-164.

L43Ibid., p. 170.

o each
I43
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Do11 lists seven traits identi-

to successful educationalfied as the elements most common

t44leaders.

The second theory of leadership that DoIl reviews

maintains that leadership does not inhere in the traits of

individual leaders but in the structure of the group to

which the individual belongs. Researchers in social psy-

chology have contributed evidence on behaviours of out-

standing leaders. Krech.andCrutchfield defined leadership

as "performance of acts which help the group achieve its

objective. Such acts may be termed group functions.!' The

acts faI1 into two major categories: those concerned with

achieving the goals, and those concerned with keeping the

group working happily and productively together. A leader,

then, is anyone who engages in the performance of these two

types of acts. Those supporting this theory recognize that

leadership in groups can be widely diffused with both formal

(status) Ieaders and emergent leaders.145

The literature of grouP Process offers ideas about

what status and emergent leaders do to assist their organi-

zations'achieve goal-s. Dol-1 outl-ines functions of the currl-

culum leader withÍn that context:

. Interact with onets fellow staff members
as often as possible.

. Establish a structure that permits
broadly-based decision-making.

L44Ibid., pp. I95-I97.

145 Ibid., p. 200.
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. Initiate new ideas and 1end support toother acceptable ideas.

. Help the organization reach its goals.

" Develop and maintain good relationships
among group members.

. Help coordinate activities.

" Facilitate communication within theorganization

. pay attention to the process by whichdecisions are made.

" Encourage the emergence of new leader_ship.

. Hold real promise for the Leadershir>endeavours of curriculum workers. 1AË

A third theory of leadership for curriculum improve-
ment Dol-l defines as a function of situation or crrcumstance.
certain situations call for leadership of a particular
quality. Dolr- ci-tes four ingredients or factors from
situational theory to be consi-dered in a given curriculum
change circumstance as leadership patterns/policies are
evolving:

. structured interpersonal relationshipswithin the organization

.. nature of the organization
, nature of the culture in which theorganization eXists
. physical conditions and tasks withinwhich the organization must reckon.
Dolr- has summarized that leadership for curriculum

improvement may involve combinations or blends of the three

r46Ibid., pp. ZOI-203.
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theories centred on leader traits, group structures, and

particular situations. But, he notes that other factors to

consider are "about the nature of the social organization

within which leadership is to be established, about the

value systems that exist withín organizations, and about

differing expectations of leadership behavior and role."I47

Dollrs assessment of the role of leadership in
curriculum improvement is useful in developing a model for
a school division. He notes that social scientists offer
theories worthy of reflection as designs for effective
curriculum implementation evolve. He quotes statements from

Saunders, Phi11ips, and Johnson (1966) on theories of edu-

cational leadership that relate to improved instruction and

the tasks connected with curriculum shifts. The theories

highlight the need for:

" participant involvement in setting
objectives

. decision-making by those most directly
involved at different leveIs

. cooperative group effort as a best means
to promote change

. trust .and respect and acceptance of' individuals iñ relationshiþs

. ongoing assessment of educational objec-
tives and sensitivity to societal shifts

. direct involvement of learner with
choices and responsibility for own
learning

. application of scientific methods for
approaching problems of curriculum.

L47 Ibid., p. 205.
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Regardless of the leadership theories which dominate

a particular curriculum change situation, Dol1 isolates five

broad tasks to be tackled.

. defining educational goals

. facilitating teaching and learning

. buildinq a productive organization unit

. creating a climate for growth and emer-
gence of leadership

. providing adequate resources for effec-
tive teaching.

Principals in individual schools are the leaders

who can contribute most in division-wide curriculum change

projects. Do1I elaborates on responsibilities and implica-

tions for school implementation leaders. Dol1's comments

recorded in I970 are views currently echoed by curriculum

thinkers of the 80's.

Many curriculum writers indicate that improvement

of school programs is largely dependent on professional

growth of principals. ¡{ilton E. }{arch has reported on his

study on the roles of Canadian school adminj-strators. He

explains that most principal-s act as administrators rather

than as facilitators for curriculum change. He indicates

that there is inadequate decentralization and a need for

teachers to have greater participation and control over edu-

cational decisions. March suggests the need for role shifts

toward facilitation if principals are to be dynamic leaders

in curriculum implementation and innovatior,.148

L48

Decisions, "
Milton E. March, "Control Over
The Canadian Administrator 2I

Educati-ona1
(December, 19Bl): 1-5.
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In an article, "The R.ole of the Regional Profes-

sionalr" Burns and Oatway conclude that curriculum imple-

mentation must focus very directly on the " . develop-

ment of people who are partners in the implementation pro-

cess. tr From their review of midnorthern Ontario experience

of regional professional development committees, the authors

stress ". that administrators, principals and class-

room teachers, while playing different roles, are not only

partners, but also partners who should be equally in-

volved . o .." Commenting on roles, Burns and Oatway re-
port ". the administrators and principals mainly as

facilitators and the teachers as implementators." They

suggest that inservice must be linked to curriculum imple-

mentation concerns.

Burns and Oatway classify implementation needs as

management expertise and classroom leveI expertise. They

describe a five-phase process for professional development

committee involvement in curriculum implementation. The

article proposes some specJ-fic goals and tasks for committees

and persons in facilitating roles.I49

Þactors that really differentiate effective from

ineffective curriculum planning are summarized by Saylor

and Alexander:

. significant problems recognized by the
members of the curriculum planning group

I49rbid.
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interest and involvement on the part
of those who are to work directly with
pupils in the school situation
patterns of administrative procedure
and quality of administrative leadership
which encourage individual initiative
on the part of all school personnel

a clearly defined organization for curri'
culum planning with a definitely agreed-
upon procedure for effecting change

adequate facilities and time for curri-
culum study and experimentation with
nevJ practices

the availability of adequate technical
services in the curriculum planning
process

fulI opportunity for interchange of
experience, including interclassroom
observation

. recognition of those personnel who sin-
cerely and successfully work to improve
their practices.

The curriculum leader is best able to affect--
even create Ín some ca-ses--these factors.
He can work with curriculum planning groups
and faculties concerned to make certain
that there are significant, recognized
problems, interest and involvement, and
interchange of experience. He can work
with the school administration to develop
congenial patterns of administrative pro-
cedure, adequate facilities and recognition
of personnel and time, and he himself is
þeneralIy directly responsible for the
organization for curriculum planning and
for the technical services. Thus it is the
curriculum leader who can really make the
difference between effective and ineffective
curriculum planning t 150

150 g¿y16t and Alexander, Curriculum Planning, p. 519.
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"Nurturing Roles and Relationships that Promote

Effective Change" is the task category of this section of

the literature review that involves helping and encouraging

functions within cooperative planning. For successful pro-

gram improvement, the principal must, in fact, be an effec-

tive educational leader. There is also another critical

role to be recognized. Someone must be the school consul-

tantr/liaison person/linking agent between teachers, between

schools, and between other significant groups related to a

particular innovation. A large body of the literature

speaks to this linking role. Principals can share the'

responsibility for that role. A school division must assure

that the linking agent functions are met.

d) Avoid Obstacles and
Adopt Positive Approaches

Kenneth A. Leithwood has edited Studies in Curriculum

Decision t4aking, OISE, 1982, which provides Canadian comment

on issues identified as central to educational improvement.

Contributing authors sought to offer "a broad conceptual

framework for planned educational change. " They chose to

focus on planned.change in educational contexts from a

decision-making perspective. They refer to impl-ementation

of provincial curriculum guidelines and define the change

problem "as reducing the discrepancy between present student

outcomes and those outcomes aspired to by society (most

visibly in provincial curriculum guidelines) . " The authors

conclude that student growth is a product of school system

actions and reflects growth of educational agents. Curriculum
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implementation success has been limited. One course of

action proposed is systematic identification of "obstacles

preventing growth. " The other route is "to work to greater

interdependence among roles. "

Leithwood proposes the following set of hypotheticat

conditions 1ikely to promote effective change if practised

within each educational agent role:

. Preferred outcomes or images of students
and educational agents are clarified.

. Current status, outcomes, or behaviors
of students and educational agents are
identified.

. Manageable stages of growth, between
(high priority) elements of current and
preferred status are defined.

. Obstacles to growth at each stage are
diagnosed.

. Actions or strategies for overcoming
obstacles are designed and carried out.

. Growth is systematicalty monitored and
refinements in the above conditions are
made as warranted.151

These Leithwood conditions just quoted refer to

what is sought, what exists, and what is to be overcome in

a curriculum change context" There is no clear statement on

what to do. This researcher recognizes need for model that

directs planners towards reaching what is sought. The model

should be applicable to existing division contexts and help

overcome existing barriers. Curriculum writers speculate

15l*"rrrr.th A. Leithrqood, Studies in Curriculum
Decision Making (Toronto: OISE Press | 1982), pp. 287-28 8.
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on vrhy there has been so litt1e real change even when pro-

grams seem promising

Leithwood summarizes the teachers' decision-making

process as "political bargaining." He reports that teachers

have limited options and few supports for program change.

Problems cited include ambiguous, unrealistic Aoals, uncer-

tain techniques, fuzzy lines of authority, multiple (often

competing) responsibilities, and minimal feedback. Leithwood

concludes that curricuLum managers and external change agents

can assist teachers most effectively when they focus very

directly on teachers' curriculum decision-making

e) Promote the Teacher as Reacher

There is persistent dialogue in the literature

about the need for curriculum managers/administrators and

change agents to reach the teacher in the decision-making

setting. This researcher sees need to reverse the process.

Perhaps the key question should be rHow can teachers be

helped to find vrays to utilize these support persons? I The

teacher, as key changer, must take assertive responsibility.

The top-clown efforts have not worked weII. The idea of pro-

moting tthe teacher as reacher! is the most important con-

cept that this researcher has isolated through this study

in curriculum imptementatj-on. Curriculum implementation

models for program shifts for the mid 80rs must surely

feature the teacher as centraL and caPabLe of professional

growth. The teacher who reaches out for help appropriate

in meeting personal program change goals is operating at a
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high level of professionalism. That kind of reaching j-s

likely to contribute to meeting the goal that Ful1an would

express aS "getting good at change. " Can the teacher become

the reacher?

Leithwood concludes that teachers and all support

persons must get better at planning, organizíng' supervising,

and communicating. A model is needed that links actions/

conditions 1ikeLy to promote positive curriculum change with
Iroles best positioned to bring them about. "152 uorrt leve1s

of. decision-making Leithwood recognizes as key are classroom'

school or school systemr province, and uni-versity.
,'A much more focused and more coordinated effort by

agencies both directly and indirectly involved must 9o into

the invention and dei-ivery of programs to students."153

Leithwoodts reports are encouraging if one assumes

that teachers wil-I work toward strengthening programs for the

chil-dren they teach if given adequate support. A supportive

division climate is critical. Support can be reai-ized through

a model that helps teachers decide what to change and how to

go about changing. Ownership for change rests primaril-y with

the teache'r. Effective program change can be real,ized through

strong, coordinated, implementation plans in school divisions.

The issue of teacher evaluation can be directly re-

lated to program change efforts. The literature offers

L52Ibid., p. 290.

153 Ibid", p. 294.
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strong support for professional growth opportunities con-

nected with teacher defined goals in specific program shifts.

Effective formal teacher evaluation processes in school

, divisions can encourage teachers to invite principals to

evaluate their program implementation efforts based on their

o$rn implementation goa1s. Such evaluation processes can

contribute to nurturing strong rel-ationships between prin-

cipals and teachers. The direct collaboration promotes

understanding of program intents and encourages supportive

change climates.

f) Summary Statement

This section has reported literature findings that

relate to the fourth of five key tasks that comprise the

Critical Tasks Component of any major school program shift.

Establishing a supportive climate for program change in-

voLves ccnple< roles and relatlonships. The task has many

i'nterdependent dimensions. Dimensions frequently referred

to in the literature have been dealt with in this report

under the following action headings:

a. Respond to Key Socia1 Factors in
Shifting Change Contexts

Value the Shift. in the View of the
Teacher to Active Researcher in
Program Improvement
(1) Nurture the teacher as researcher
(2) Focus on principles of change

and motivation

c" Foster Supportive Leadership and
the Linking Ro1"e

d. Avoid Obstacles and Adopt Positive
Approaches

b
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e. Promote the Teacher as Reacher

one can concrude that where supportive change climates

existr professional growth can be expected. The next sectíon

of this chapter report stresses the need to attend to local
issues with a look to the future in planning for change in
school- programs at the dívision Ieve1.

5. Re ze Si nificant Contexts Current Trendsppropr a esources, an ca e t a
Look to the Future: Critical Analysis

This section of the literature review recogniz'es a

fift,h critical t,ask in implementing program shifts. Like

the other four tasks, it is ongoing and must be attended to
sj-multaneousry. several studies already quoted endorse this
task as necessary to program improvement. Local issues may

be the most significant since they invorve teachers and Lhe

school conununity in direct collaboration. strengthened pro-
grams and continuatíon are unlikely if this cluster of
responsibillties is ignored. Three key responses proposed

by curricurum writ,ers as ways to approach this fift.h critical
task are:

a) Respond to Local Priorities
b) RecognÍze Role of Elected Trustees

c) Accommodate Emergent Needs and
Community Input

a) Respond to Local Prioríties
Curriculum writers stress that curriculum implementors

must recognize local priorities ín planning for particular
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progran changes. Teachers need to understand unique features

within their own school community. The planning process

should accommodate this need. Specific division-wide plan-

ning can incorporate particular local program features as

K to XII programs are implemented with students.

From one Manitoba school divÍsion implementing

revised Social Studies programs, examples of local prior-

ities included: Centennial Year events, Native Studies

components, computer awareness strands, human rights topics'

and Canadian mosaic emphasis. The program strand.s listed

were incorporat,ed in a coordinated division design for

Language Arts and Social Studies programs being implemented

simultaneously in 1982. Deliberate planning efforts and

much collaboration encouraged all five program features'

which could then be observed in most division classrooms

during that first year of a paced implementation process.

ongoing collaboration will be necessary if these program

features are to be maintained. Monitoringr resource allo-

supports must, be provided if these program

to be herd in p1ace.154

cation,

facets

and

are

üocal prioríties must be viewed from the perspectives

of individual classroom, school, school division and other

regions or contexts important to the people a school serves.

b) Recognize RoIe of Elected Trustees

Thís section of t,he literature review includes focus

15 l,otd Selkirk School Divi-sion Annual
1982-1983 and other documentation available on
curriculum implementation, Selkirk, Manitoba.

Reports
division
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on significant local contexts and resource issues. It is

important to recogníze the role of elected divisíon trustees

and consider how they perceíve their role in curriculum

implementation. How trustees translate theír authorf-fy

in pract.ice will be significant to any curriculum change

model. This st,udy has not dírectly searched beyond the

curriculum leadership role assigned to division superin-

tendents responsíble for coordinating school programs. The

issue of trust,ees has emerged as significant.
Following is one specific reference which will be

the placeholder that reserves a focus on the role of elected

representatives in program change,

At t,heir annual meeting, March L7, 1983, Manitoba

school trustees participated ín a clinic on authority issues

in the curriculum change process. The program theme was

The Trustee, The Superintendent and The Curriculum. In

analyzing trustee responses, recorded on individual Dj-vision

Analysis Charts, it appeared evident that curriculum decision-

making is an area that needs to be studied. Workshop partici-

pants hel,d widely differing views on responsibilities for

program change. Their lack of consensus would indicate Lhat

one reason for so little program improvement may be that

responsibilities are not clearly understood and articulated

in Manitoba school divisions. Frameworks that clarify

responsibitities for program improvement can help. !{here a

clear policy exist,s, and implementation models are agreed

upon, it is likely that newly elected trustees could make
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more effective contributions. Strong frameworks provide a

starting point for further analysis. The politics of curri-

culum change is very complex. Models are needed that improve

communication and clarify roles within the school system.

Strong models can serve to promote efficiency and increase

appropriate participation by elected school t'rustees'

c) Accommodate Emergent Needs
and CommunitY InPut

curriculum planners must work with the future in

mind. Rapid and major changes in society place heavy demands

on curriculum innovators. Allan C. Ornstein identifies six

trends to be considered withín the context of any curriculum

implement,ation plan:

1. Communications technologY

2. Computers

3. Lifelong learning

4. International cooPeration

5. Values and potential danger of subordin-
ation of human values to technological
advances

6. Bud.get cuts that demand 999d management
and effective behaviour.l'55

Ornstein's references are useful for persons looking ahead'

critical analysis of curriculum contexts, trends, and re-

sources is an ongoing task. The scene shifts continuously'

Curriculum planning is for the future.

1 55erl.n c. Ornstein, "Change
of Research andCurriculumt " Journal

15 (2) z 27-33.

and Innovation in
Development in Education
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The literature on adult education offers guidelines

applicable for school division planners. Donald E. lfoore Jr.

offers his model of eight needs assessment activities as part

of "a rational, need-reduction, decision-making model. "

Moore reports on actual practice rather than the ideal. One

could apply the idea of synergism to his eight simple steps

addressed to an action stage of a curriculum implementation

process. From evaluation of "action taken" could follow

another eight-step analysis of newr emerging needs. The

eight steps l4oore identifies are:

Identify the problem
Develop a plan
Establish an implementation nechanisrn
Define data requirements
Identify data sources
Collect data

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I

Analyze
Report. r88t"

I'foore' s model is one that could be used to determine

plans of action for incorporatíng 1oca1l-y identified program

emphasis. Thusr any local problem, and resuJ.ting pfanr must

be dealt with keeping a broad perspective of where that

problem and plan fit in the whole program change context.

Involvement of parents and other conmunity persons

is essential as a program is being examined. Decisions on

what and how to change must be made with a clear view of

l-oca1 contexts, trends and needs. Influences of media

economics, community values, technologyr and current

events can alter conditi'ons for impS-ementation between the

156r'toy¿ c. Pennington, €d., New Directions for'
Assãssing eaq. ,Continuing Education:

(Sán riânci-sõo: Jossey-Bass Inc., Publishers, 1980)r pp. 91-98.
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time program-guidelines are issued and teachers are ready to

begÍn putting them in place. Prediction and divergent think-

ing must be part of the decision-making. Anticipating needs

ând avoiding problems makes good sense. Providing for unan-

ticipated outcomes and a shifting world becomes part of the

ongoing process. The literature supports these viervs which

have already been reported in other sections of this chapter.

Program improvement is a continuous process. That iterative

characteristic shoul-d be evident in any model for program

change in schools.

Greatest local needs to be met through divi'sion-wide

means might be identified through simple questions:

. I,{hat i.s unique about the chil-dren we teach
and this community that merits division-
wide p1-anning related to this program to
be implemented?

. Ho$r can $re effectively involve parents
in impS-ementing this þrogram?

. I¡Ihat is there in other segments of our
division programs that needs to be at-
tended to as this program is implemented?

. I{ho are persons best able to contribute
as leaders in this project?

" I{hat can be predicted as particularly
important to this implementation?

The literature reports need for cJ.assroom teachers to

actively involve parents as program shifts are beÌng planned

and initiated with their children. The exampl-es, given Ín

this section, serve to highlight significant facets of the

currÍculum implementation action that should be accommodated

through a model for curriculum improvement at the school di-

visÌon leveI.
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Other Information from the
Review of the Literature

The intent of this review was to identify what should

be incorporated in a model for implementing revised K to XII
programs at the school division level. Through the study

this researcher concludes that six key features must be built
into a strong model. The Critical Tasks Component is the

major feature which must be incorporated in a framework that
highlights five other key features.

1 The Critical Tasks C nt: The Ma or Feature
o a ogram ïmp at on t sF ve
other xéy Feá-tui'és

This researcher recognizes six key features for a

framework intended to serve as a design for program improve-

ment. The first and dominant feature of a model is the

Critical Tasks Component. This Component has been described

in considerable detail within this chapter. Literature
sources were used to validate the selection of the five kelz

tasks that comprise the Critical Tasks Component. Five action

statements were used to organize and report on the review of

the literature. Analysis within this report confirms that five
key activities or responsibilities apply to all participants
in the ímplementation process. These five critical tasks to
be assumed in any implementation project can be said to consti-
tute the Critical Tasks Component for an implementatlon model.

The action statements focus on ongoing processes that are inter-
related and involve the cooperation and collaboration of per-

sons in many roles and levels of the change system.
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Leithwood, Holmes, and Montgomery identify three

variables and relationships between them: the user system,

the innovation system, and the change-agent "y=t.*.157 The

literature supports the view that in all three systems, there

are five major tasks to be accomplished. The critical tasks

to be tackled are:

. Identify and Examine Intents of
Curriculum Change: Establish Overview
and Define Goals

. Organize and Manage for Curriculum
Implementation: Clarify Processes and
Structures

. Plan Inservice for Professional Devel-
opment: A Continuous Growth Process

. Nurture Roles and Relationships that
Promote Effective Change: Assure
Supportive Climate

. Recognize Significant Contexts, Current
Trends, Appropriate Resources and Local
Needs with a Look to the Future: Critical
Analysi s.

2. Five Other Key Design Features to be Incorporated
with thè' Crit'iial Tasks Component in Designs for
Improved S.chool Programs

Curriculum authorities offer convincing evidence

that there are five other critical design features to be

incorporated with the Critical Tasks Component in strong pro-

gram change models. This researcher has made direct reference

to these additional critical features in quoting curriculum

researchers in this chapter. These five additional design

L57 K. A.
IIelpíng Schools

Leithwood, M. Ho1mes, and D. J. Montgomery
Change: Strategies Derived from School

Bxperience Occasional Papers/20 (Toronto: Ontario Instj-tute
for Studiés in Education, L979).
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features identified serve as the necessary context for effec-

tive col-laboration on the Critical Tasks Component. They con-

tribute to a strong model for program change since they pro-

mote the actions of the Critical Tasks Component in a school

division context

Through the literature search, this researcher identi-

fies the five following critical features in addition to the

Critical Tasks Component.

a. Major Planning Units

A model for curriculum implementation should identify

the following three key leve1s or units at whióh

planning action takes place:

(1) Individual teacher with students

(2) School unit with principal as
leader

(3) School division unit that includes
a committee structure with repre-
sentation from each school.

b. Major Contributing Groups

The literature reports that the five broad tasks

(Critical Tasks Component) to be dealt with at three

key levels (Major Planning Units) involve four major

contributing groups. The four groups that should be

recognized in any division design intended to streng-

t.hen school programs are:

(1) Parents

(21 Local Community

(3) Provincial Department of Education

(4) Faculties of Education.
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c. The Teacher as Cent.ral

Curriculum writers are unanimous in placing the class-

room teacher as central in the program change process.

An implementation model should recognize that:

a model should place the teacher in
central position in the process where
implementation efforts of the school
division are directed torvard improved
programs for children. Models for
strengthening school programs should
encourage professional growth.

models should highlight an emphasis
on providing direct suPport to
teachers. The teacher must be viewed
as an active researcher in the Pro-
cess. The teacher should be con-
sidered as an initiator willing to
accept direct responsibilitY for
reaching for appropriate support.
The literature stresses that the
school principal is the Person who
has the greatest influence on the
teacher in any program shift.

d Leadership and the Linking Agent Role

School-building principal (s) and school

culum leader (s) hold key roles for success Ín program

change in school divisions.

Curriculum writers refer to the importance of the

role of Linking Agent. The Linking Agent facilitates/

consults /col-l-aborates/supports,/advises and often

division curri-

cooPer-

be shared.

serves

ative

as major "overvieht" monitor for the

implernentation effort. The role can

It must be met.

Principals as educational leaders must exercase

educational arts at their school Ieve1. They

significant Linking Agents in their schools-

can be

Principals
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also serve as Linking Agents through the school divi-

sion coordinated activity. Educational connoisseur-

ship is a criteria for effectiveness as an educational

leader in all roles and particularly in a Linking

Agent role. This demands facilitating appropriate

action between the major division planning leve1s and

groups involved in any particular implementation. The

Linking Agent role does not match well with managerial

directive modes of administration. The Linking Agent

nurtures professional growth. Holistic approaches

and educational criticism must be artfully appiiea

fn this critical role. The studies indicate that where

principals neglect this role, there is little change

in program. lrlhere a Linking Agent is effective,

leadership from within the group is more likely to

emerge. It is for divisions to decide how the role

will be fil1ed. l4odels for implementation must recog-

nize 'Leadership and Linking Agent Roler as a critical

feature.

Connectors as KeY ComPonents

Essential links on the implementation scene can be

thought of as connectors. connectors can be helpful

people, facilitating structures, practical supports,

communíty decision-making and action, open-1-ine communi-

cation, and deliberate information-sharing practices.

These connectors all contribute to creating a comfort-

able, supportive division environment that allows
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experimentation and risk-takítg, necessary if change

is to happen. Division models must assure these

connectors that encourage two-way communication and

collaboration as they bring'direct help to teachers.

The connectors may be thought of as paths where the

Linking Agent operates very visibty and is accessible

to teachers.

To explain the decision to name connectors as a

critical feature for an implementation model, it is

useful to refer to the literature on Inetworking.'

The concept of networking is o1d. l'fetworking

is explained as a l^¡ay people help each other through

personal connections. Networking offers routes for

personal and communíty action. Some authorities

presently analyzing the networking phenomena of the

80's are Gus Jaccaci, Jessica Lipnack, Jeff Stamps,

Pat Wagner, Allen Parker, Frank Reissman, Charles

Kadushi-n, John Adams, seymour sarason, carol Piercet

Marilyn Ferguson and Jonas SaIk. In the March, 1983

issue of Forum, the J. C. Penny Company editors fea-

ture the theme t'Networks: A Matrix for Exchange." In

that issue, the editors offer articles by these re-

searchers who are interested in how people connect

to get things done. These futurists have studied

networking for school improvement. They have contri-

buted significantly to the large body of literature

on networking as a catalyst for change. The editors
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of Forum define a network as "a vreb or a matrix of

invisible connections. " They explain that networking

can be a way to reach goals, offer servicer or satisfy

needs. The editors indicate that networking can work

for people by helping them keep informed, gather pers-

pectives, expand horizons, foster I win,/We win thinking'

keep in touch with people, and increase awareness of

personal strengths.

Futurist, Carol J. Pierce, writes that col1egia1

relationships depend on assertive particpants who are

willing to risk. Píerce states that effective'net-

workers must be initiators, autonomous beings, and

interactive communicators .15 8

The change literature that has focus on networking

complements what has already been expressed in this

literature report

The six Critical Components proposed through

this study for a model for school program improvement

incorporate a network for clrange. Combined in an

innovation network, the six Critical Components direct

some formal interactions while encouraging informal

relationships. Dr.Al1en Parker refers to six common

traits among effective networks:

. shared commitment to the innovation

. feeling of shared Purpose and
commitment

158carol J. Pierce, "Behaviors That Help,"
(l4arch, 1983): 20-2I.

Forurn
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. openness in sharing and discretion
in using information

. combination of professional and
personal support

. voluntary participation by and equal
treatment of members

. one or more members funcLioninq effec-
tively as facilitator. I59

These features of effective networks are inherent

in the combination of the Six Critical Features for
models. Parkerrs priorities can thus be met as school

divisions introduce new programs.

3. Six l{ajor Features for a }fodel
E or-Þiõliãm-rmþïéme n Èá t i oñ á t
thé'Schobl Divísion Level

Program success depends on what teachers do with chil-
dren. Any model for program change should be a design to help

teachers grow and get good at changing. Fullan concludes that
for program change to happen, there must be benefits for both

students and teacher. The meaning of the change must be cIear.

That meaning has trvo components. The teacher must be able to

anshrer two personal questions. One question, based on theory

of education, would probe !VH/\T change is. The teacher might

ask:

"What does the change nean for what I do?"

The other question has focus on theory of changer and the

implementation process that reflects HOI{ the teacher must

159g11s¡ Parker¡ "Networks
(March, 1-983): 20-2L.

l_n Educatj-on, " Forum
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go about changing. A teacher might ask:

"What does the process of introduction
and foIlow-thrlo_ugh look like from my
Pti"Pt-iivea¡' t6d

Any division implementation model should help teachers

ans\^¡er these questions in ways that promote professional growth.

This researcher concl-udes an extensive review of the

literature on school program change believing tfrát there are

six critical features that must be incorporated in implemen-

tation designs. Those six crj-tical features are:

Critical Tasks Component
Major Planning Units
Major Contributing Groups
The Teacher as Central
Leadership and the Linking Agent Role
Connectors as Key Components

I{here school divisions approach implementation guided by these

changing.findings, teachers are likeIy to get better at

I
2
3
4
5
6

160¡41sþae1 Fullan,
OISB¡ 1982, pp. 295-6.

The lvleaning of Educational Chanqe ,



CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES IN DEVELOPING
AN TMPLtrIÍENTATION MODEL

There were three stages involved in completing the

initial literature review. They are described in the paragraphs

that follow.

l-. Conventional T.ibrary Search. In the initial stage

of this study, a conventional library search was undertaken.

The purpose rtras to determine what researchers and curriculum

writers identify as significant to success in curriculum imple-

mentation planning. Books, tapes, journal articl-es, ERIC docu-

ments, and other unpublished reports were included. Intervj-ews

and workshops provided additional background.

2. Analysis of Findinq s of Initial Library Search.

Topics, issues and problems highlighted throughout the liter-

ature vtere analyzed. Categories of literature findings hrere

examined to isolate what might best contribute in ansrvering

the question of the study.

3. Refinement of the Literature Review Report. Five

categories \A/ere selected that identify critical tasks of the

curriculum implementation process. Those five task categories

provided the framework for a more focussed search of the liter-

ature. That intensive search tested the proposed "critical
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tasks" as key to program improvement. Evidence gathered was

used to explain, refute, support, or adapt the initial posi-

tions taken. Five headings that summarize the five broad

critical tasks vlere used to organize the first written report.

Only opinion based on established research and reports of wide-

ly respected curriculum experts were incorporated in that writ-

ten analysis. Major references reported were by writers who

have done recent comprehensive reviews of the literature on

curriculum implementation. A Canadian point of view was in-

cluded. Only ideas consistently supported in the literature

were reported as findings in answering the question of'this

study.

The preliminary literature review report was presented

to Dr. Harold May on August 13, L982, to seek comment on the

appropriateness of the procedures and analysis completed to

that date.

Devel l_ Phase: Anal sis of Theo
s r o Mar

Analysis of theory that related to models for currÍ-

culum implsrns¡tation was based primarily on data from three

SOürC€S 3

1. Previous experience directly related to school

program implementation.

2. Direct Involvement in

Activities 1982-1983.

a) Observation and active

Current Program ImplementatÍon

curriculum implementation action in

participation in current

one school division.
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b) Input derived from dialogue initiated

Manitoba educators.

3. Extension of the literature review:

to l4arch, 198 3 .

Following are summaries that elaborate on

facets of professional activity that served this

analysis for the study.

1. Previous Experience Directly Related

September, I982

io Schoo1 Prog ram Implementation

Personal experiences provided background for weighing

theories proposed in the literature. This practical experience

is summarized under the three headings that foIlow.

a) Experience with Manitoba Department of Education
Program Development and Implementation, L975-1979

Background experiences relevant to this study include,

four years as t4anitoba Department of Education Elementary

Consultant serving provincial committees responsible for re-

vision and development of new programs, Ig75-Ig7g. Committee

responsibilities included orientation and initial implementa-

tion of I( to XII programs in school divisions. Related inser-

vice experience with teachers in most Manitoba divisÍons in-

volved assisting teachers in implementing recently revised pro-

grams. Inservice goals included strengthening school learning

climates, improving communicatj-on, and fostering artj.culation

across programs and grade levels while promoting a broadened

view of the implementation process.

with other

these three

researcher in
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b) Relevant leaching Experience

Teaching experience in the following settings contri-

buted significant background for this study:

remote, northern, one-room school.

elementary and juniorurban divisions Ín
high classrooms.

K to XII classrooms in a division incor-
porating one town of 10r 000, several
village communities, and rural farm areas.

instructing student teachers and coordin-
ating their school experience program. In
liaison tasks with schools invol-vedr pro-
gram implementation issues arose.

teaching as a community volunteer on topics
that include: Children's Literature for
Parents, Utilizing Volunteers, Christian
Education, Adult Leadership, Communicating
with the Aged, Challenging Children,

2. Direct Involvement in Current Program
Implementation Activities 1982-1983

There were two major facets to this researcher's cur-

rent experiential base in determinj-ng critical features of an

implementation model. One information source was varied ex-

perience in a particular school division. The other data

source involved persons outside that school division. The

following two sections summarize this involvement that contri-

buted to analysis reflected in the model this researcher pro-

poses.

a) Observation and active participation in
curriculum implementation action in one
division

This researcher participated as follows:

current
school

Actj-ng
SchooI

as chairperson of the Lord Selkirk
Division Social Studies Study Group
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since January, 1982 allowed relevant
participation. This cornmittee coordinates
division activities in implementation of
the recently adopted K to XII Social
Studies program. Provincially issued
guidelines directed committee efforts in
the first year of the implementation
stage. The committee helped teachers p1an,
prepare, and begin t,o translate the guide-
l-ines into classroom programs. Partici-
pation as chairperson working directly
wr'th i*e dívision curriculum superintendent
allowed exploration of major facets of a
specific change process.

Formal collaboration with the division
Language Arts implementation team offered
broadened scope for consideri-ng components
of a mode1. This activity contributed
extended overview of an active, shifting,
division curriculum implementation scene.

Membership on the division Curriculum
Council was useful in seeking a holistic
and integrated view of the complex imple-
mentation challenge.

Serving as school representative to the
Social Studies Study Group gave opportunity
for coordinating implementation activj-ties
at the school leveI. Observation of speci-
fic teachers in the process increased sensi-
tivity to the need to respect change as an
individual experience for adult learners.

Functioning as school resource teacher in
a consultative model, allowed practice in
collaborating and assisting elementary
teachers in initial-stage implementation
activiti-es related to K to VI Social Studies
and Language Arts programs. This experience
involved cooperative goal setting, materials
identification and organization, unit devel-
opment, evaluation, monitoring and adapting
programs in progress, recognizing emergent
outcomes, and working toward integration.
I/{fith mainstreaming as a division priority,
it was necessary to approach program imple-
mentation with individualized approaches for
teachers and children.
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Specific analysis of curriculum implementation action

in the Lord Selkirk School óivision related directly to

the first year of implementation of K to XII programs, 1982-

83. That practical invol-vement provided an important con-

text for analysis and synthesis with what the literature

offered as theory significant to this study. The Critical

Tasks Component was assessed through this direct involvement

and practical application.

b) Input derived from dialogue with
other Manitoba educators

This researcher deliberately chose to

ties that promised to be useful in isolating

engage in activi-

critical features

examples of

directly
for an

those

implementation model. Following are some

interactions with other Manitoba educators

involved in examining program implementation concerns.

Attended a curriculum design workshop
presented by David Pratt of Queens
University, in InÏinnipegr May 26-27 t
L982. The 14 hour inservice course
$¡as based on David Prattf s book
Curriculum: Desi and Development.

Participation in the Manitoba Department
of Education workshops on planning inser-
vice for curriculum implementation of
revj-sed'K to XII school programs. Divi-
sion delegates attended August 25 to 27,
1982.

Ongoing consultation with l'tanitoba
Department of Education Program consul-
tants.

Presented a workshop for Manitoba prin-
cipals, October, L982, Literature review
findings were introduced through the topic
I'The Role of the Principal in Curriculum
Implementaion.'r As workshop resource Per-
son, it was possible to involve participants
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in examining the findings as proposed in
the tentative model. Questions raised
and feedback gained helped in refining
the model.

A presentation made to graduate students
of the Faculty of Education, Marcht 1983,
yielded significant input. Particular
concerns were expressed related to evalua-
tion issues in the change process.

Assisting a school staff in a neighbouring
division with inservice for impl-ementation
provided opportunity to consider the pro-
posed model in another divisional context.
Involvement included collaboration in
planning and presenting a workshop with
that elementary school staff. That gave
opportunity to utilize the proposed model
to generate a specific plan of action.
Involvement was in spring term, 1983.

Personal contacts made with persons in
several Itfanitoba school divisions ena-
bled examination of some emerging divi-
sion implementation models.

Useful experience \Âtas gained through
organizíng a university credit course
that directly related to program imple-
mentation of the revised l4anitoba K to
XII Social Studies program. That course
was given in Selkirk, September to
December, 1982. Many findings from the
literature review were incorporated
through the cooperative planning. The
credit course was delivered on a division
site with objectives and presentation
reflecting teacher-expressed needs.
,This researcher was an active partici-
pant and collaborated with the profes-
sor and teachers taking the course.
Resulting analysis helped in clarifying
what should be incorporated in models
for school program improvement.
Fo1low-up activity related to the
course has continued.
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3 Extension of Literature Review
ep r, to arc ,

continuation of the literature review was based on

feedback from faculty advisors and other persons directly
invorved in current implementation activities described in
this chapter. Anarysis that drew on past personal experience

arso led to further reading. Revision and expansion of the

literature review was incorporated in the written anallzsis

that identified key components for a proposed model for curri-
culum implementation. The comprehensive literature review

was circulated for feedback to several persons experienced

in the curriculum implementation planning field.' These

include:

. persons with university teaching back-
ground

. school division program implementation
leaders

. program consultants with the }4anitoba
Department of Education.

Responses were considered and are reflected in the literature
report in chapter.rr. That report was submitted with the

study proposal presented to Faculty of Education advisors in
March,1983.

Six key features for an implementation model !{ere

identified through this study. The procedures can be suÍrmar-

ized as:

a) literature review

b) reflectÍon on past experience

c) observation and participation in current
relevant contexts
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in the field
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professionals expert

e) synthesis of theory expressed in a
written report in which a model is
proposed in answer to the question
of this study.

Concluding Phase: Proposing the Model
April-May,1983

1) Description of the ltlodel as presented

2) Preparation of concluding statements

as presented in Chapter V.

Ln Chapter IV.

recommendationsand



CHAPTER IV

THE HARDY T4ODEL FOR PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Introduction: A l[ode1
For Program Imp ementat l_on n 1 Divisions

A model is proposed as an outcome of this study. It is
described in this chapter. That model is intended to apply

to implementation of provincially developed K to XII school

programs. There are six critical features to the model this
researcher proposes as a guide to practitioners. The six

critical features to be described in this chapter are:

1. The Critical Tasks Component

2. Major Planning Units

3. lfajor Contributing Groups

4. The Teacher as Central

5. Leadership and the Linking Agent Role

6. Connectors as Key Components.

Users of this ¡nodeI wouLd have the broad goaL of streng-

thening school programs for children in a school division.

A11 irnpl-ementation efforts would, therefore, be directed to
improvi'ng quatity of educational experience for children.

There are specific conditions that would need to exist
in a school division before this modet could be expected to

promote strengthened programs. Those conditions have been

summarized from literature findings.
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Conditions that Should Precede
Appl-icati.on of this Model

I Involvement in Program Development Stage

Division teachers should have opportunity for involvement/

input at the program <levelopment stages at the provincial level.

This might mean division representation on curriculum commit-

tees, wri-tten reaction invited on draft reports or interim

documents, pilots, regional- workshops t oE other direct expres-

sions of opinion.

2. Orientation and Overview of a Program
fducation

Initial orientation to a specific program should be

offered to division admÍnistrators and teachers by the pro-

vi'ncial department of educatÍon personnel. Documents and

presentation of overview of a proposed program wi1-l, therefore,

provide a common starting point. With the introduction to a

K to XII program, there should also be opportunity for ongoing

dialogue with provincial consultants and more specific input

or inservice, on request.

3. Coordinated Division Adop,¡,ion-Process
fo-r a Spercifi'c Progrram

Forrhal decision to adopt a particul-ar K to XII program

should be reached through coordinated efforts of a di'vision-

wide curriculum implementation planning group. Such a school

division structure could assure representation from every

school with individual input invited from all teachers

directly invol-ved in the innovation.
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4 Division Structures that Invite Teacher In t
n ng or Imp ementat on

Teachers should be involved in determining details of

their ovJn program implementation activities. School and

division structures should invite teacher input in the divi-

sion design for implement,ation of any K to XII program ín

which a teacher is directly involved.

5. Monitori for Balance and Inte rat.ion
o V s on XII Programs

Since there is usually more than one K to XII program

in early stages of implementation in any school division,

moni|oring is needed to assure complementary integrated

approaches to introducing those various prograns. This

coordination should be part of the division long-range planning

process that assures a balanced approach to program change.

Participating teachers should have opportunity to be active

in the evaluative process that monitors both the change pro-

cess and program outcomes.

Six Critical Features of
The Hardy Model for Program Impl-emen tation

Six key features are identified in this program imple-

mentation'model. They are briefly described in this section

that answers the question of this study. Under the six head-

ings, descriptive statements on the model features condense

findings already recorded in the reporL on the literature.

To assist the reader, this researcher includes the

dÍagrams, A to C. This graphic representation of the model

highlights the relationships of the six model components.
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The diagrams focus particular emphasis on the two-way

communication-collaboration network of the ongoing program

improvement process. Relationships in the process and the

cyclical nature of program improvement are depicted. communi-

cation patterns and paths for collaboration are part of the

network. But, several other complex concepts are incorporated

within each of the six crÍticaI features proposed in this

model. Those significant intents are reflected in the report

on the l-iterature. Symbols for the critical components used

in Diagrams A to c are presented in the key that precedes

Diagram B.

The critical Tasks component is the major feature of

this proposed model. That feature identifies what to do in

any program change project. That direction for action is

essential. The other five features can be thought of as the

necessary context for tackling those jobs we1l. Therefore,

the Critical Tasks Component is the first to be described in

the fo1-lowing sections of this chapter'

1. ' Criti cal- Tasks Component

This model .identifies five cornplex, criticalr major

tasks that must be attended to in complementary vtays in any

school division program change project. These fi've tasks

expressed in action statements imply ongoing partnerships

in the curricul-um implementation process. The followi'ng

five statements summarize the five critical tasks of the

process:
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. Identify and Examine Intents of Curriculum
Change: Establish Overview and Define Goals

. Organize and l{anage for Curriculum Imple-
mentation: Clarify Processes and Structures

. Plan for Professional Development:
A Continuous Growth Process

Effective Change: Assure a Supportive CLimate

. Recognize Significant Contexts, Current
Trends, Appropriate Resources and Local
Needs with a Look to the Future: Critical
Analysis.

These five tasks involve the central and common plan-

ning activities of all professionals directly concerned with

a particuLar program implementation proiect. These tasLs

must be attended to simultaneously and continually through

an integrated approach.

Diagram A presents one graphic representation of these

five overLapping critical tasks. Five overlapping circles

that fepresent the five critical tasks are joined to convey

integrated efforts of division implementors. An orthographic

projection wou].d highS-ight t,he continuing action. This sym-

bolic expression conveys the dynamic and progressive nature

of the process. The critical tasks are those to be assumed

by individual persons and groups in the division. Outcome

at the centre of this implementation action can be thought

of as professionai growth that is reflected in strengthened

programs for chlldren. The professional growth can be con-

sidered in terms of individual teacher development, school

team development, and school division growth. Therefore'

this model demands coordination of professional development
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opportunities at alL levels and phases of an implementation

project for all active participants in the process. The

symbol for overlapping critical tasks of implementation will

be used as placeholder for the Critical Task Components in

other diagrams that further explain this model. One could

think of this bloom-like symbol appearing in petalled layers

as individuals and groups grow from one stage to the next.

Movement and development is unique to the persons partici-

pating and their current local division contexts. There is

spiralling movement as the tasks are tackled. In a process

never static, there is limited opportunity to backtraclc tor

a fresh start on one or more of the tasks without displacing

other key determinants in the process. Balanced response to

the tasks at hand encourage well balanced classroom programs'

Gaps in response to the critical task Çomponents could delay

or distort intents of a proposed program. Thus' one might

visualize a wilted or deformed bloom symbol as depicting

neglect or imbalance in division planning. The Critical

Tasks Component identifies what must l¡e done well if teachers

are to get good at change. Quality of program change depends

on how thË tasks are tackled.

2. Ivlai or Planning Units

This model proposes a dynamic Ínteractive process that

promotes cooperative ptanning for curricular change. This

process is described as operating at three major planning

levels or decision-making units of the school division

system:
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a. Individual Teacher as Implementor with
particular students

b. Individual School Level/Unit

c. School Division Level/Unit.

Major Planning Units are graphically presented in

Diagram B where triangle slzmbols represent the three key

Ievels/units vùere professional planning efforts are focused'

The critical Tasks component symbol of overlapping

circles appears in Diagram B to highlight the actions that

must be continually undertaken by persons at all three planning

Ieve1s,/units of any curriculum implementation context.. In

Diagram B, two-way arrows appear on connecting lines that

resemble tetephone wire. These lines indicate that any

participating teacher is involved in cooperative planning

in four directions. The teacher is active collaborator with

(a) students, (b) as a member of the school unit team,

(c) through the school divison implementation planning struc-

ture, and (d) through relationships with persons in contri-

buting groups not directly part of division schools. The

arrows on connecting lines represent the ongoing communication

of the plocess which promotes strengthened programs through

professional growth. Collaboration between the three major

planning units and other major contributing groups are also

depicted in Diagram B by the connecting line symbol-s. The

connected circuit suggests synergism in the process.

The coLl-aboration at all three levels is pointed toward

strengthening programs for children, That direction is visuall-y

confirmed in Diagram B. Planning with fellow professionals
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is assumed t.o lead to improved interpretation of program in-

tents through planned curriculum experiences for particular

children. The qual-ity of the planning is reflected in real

classroom programs. There is need to recognize the relation-

ships of planners at the three key levels as they tackle the

five key tasks in direct consultation l¡tith persons in four

groups critical to implementation success.

3. l.fa or Contributi G S

Four groups are identified as critical participants with

division personnel in implementation of provinciall-y developed

K to XII progr¿rms. School division professionals shouid

interact and collaborate with persons in these four groups

on an ongoing basis. This model directs participants to inter-

act r,rith these groups at each of the three division planning

levels/units. Four major contributing groups identi'fied for

this component of the model are:'

. Parents of the Students

. Local Community GrouPs

. Provincial Department of Education

. Faculties of Education.

Diagram B includes two-way arrol{s to show connections

between theSe four grouPs. The arrows are intended to stress

that ongoing, cooperative efforts of persons in these groups

can contribute t,o and suPport teachers in program implemen-

tation. Ongoing communication between school division pro-

fessionals and these groups during program deveS-opment stages

can greatly increase practical support to teachers in early
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implementation stages at the classroom leve1. The literature

confirms increased success if they are continually involved.

School divisÍon professionals should structure the implemen-

tation process to assure ongoing communication and active

participation. Connecting lines in Diagram B have two-way

arrovrs that indicate the ongoing communication and information-

sharing that contributes to the continuous program evaluation.

The actual program with children has direct connection to

persons in these four groups who collaborate with teachers.

Their input is valued at classroom' school, and division

level. Thelz also feed the larger provincial change network.

4. The Teacher as Central

. The teacher role is central in this program change

model. The teacher interacts and cooperates in planning in

four distinct directions and, in each case, is engaged in the

five critical planning tasks this model highlights. The

teacher interacts and cooperates with ttre following four groups

of persons:

a. classroom student learners

b. school-building colleagues with principal
. as leader

c. members of division planning team coordin-,
ating division K to XII implementation who
are incLuded in the major planning levell
unit this model- identifies as the I'school
division unit'n

d. persons who represent the four major con-
tributing groups.

The teacher, therefore, has four major facets to the decision-

making role of planning for positive change Ìn cl-assroom
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programs. Teacher involvement with division corleagues and ì

major contributing grloups is expected to promote strengthened

classroom programs.

In Diagram B, two-way arrows on connecting lines repre-

sent ongoing collaboration between persons or grouPs the

model declares as partners in nurturing effective program

change. These arrovts imply a cycle of needs-assessment,

decision-making, cooperative action, monitoring of implemen-

tation process, ongoing evaluation of program, and, therefore,

continual assessment of program change needs.

Diagram B is useful in clarifying the complex teãcher

ro1e. One triangle represents the teacher as a person col-labor-

ating with adults in decision-making about a particular inno-

vation. Over that role-symbol appears an inverted triangle

which represents the teacher as planner with children in the

specifics of classroom implementation¡ The two roles clearly

overlap and can be complementary. In both ro1es, the teacher

is involved with the five Critical Tasks Èhat direct profes-

sional effort toward strengthened programs. The overl-apping

circles symbol, introduced in Diagram A, is used in Diagram B

t,o indicate the activity related to the critical- action tasks.

The circles symbol highlights The Critical Tasks Component as

the major component of this model. The rel-ationships this

model describes emphasize the heavy demands that program

shifts place on the classroom teacher. The interactÍ'on ex-

pected reflects the responsibility placedrupon the teacher as

key manag€rr coordinator, and interpreter of any planned
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program change. Feedback paths to the provincial program

devel-opment base are inherent through the model networks that

promote ongoing Program evaluation and continuous revision.

The model, as represented in Diagram B, convevs a reach-

ing movement orchestrated by the teacher with persistent focus

on the classroom scene.

Diagram B Visually confirms that a solid and coordinated

program implementation resource base is connected to two key

divisional, Professional planning groups that can offer support

to the teacher in the curriculum change process. In Diagram B,

the teacher appears in the critical and central position of

researcher/planner/learner. The teacher has ultimate control-

of actual change in program. Division administrators and el-ec-

ted officials have authority to decide on how to allocate

resources for supports that can help assure that the teacher

is assisted in ways thaÈ facilitate positive change in pro-

grams.

5. Leadershi and t'he linkinq Aqent RoJ-e

This model- can reflect the literature and real school

divisÍon contexts only if it clearly reserves pl-ace for per-

son(s) who fill the critical function of tLeadership and the

LinkÍng Agent, I That role incorporates Leadership, communi'ca-

tíon/coordination, advisory functions and "reading the scenerr

to effectivel-y facilitate purposeful action. ImpLementation

success can depend largely on the arts of the leader who

operates as Linking Agent in applying what Eisner refers to

as "Educational Connoisseurship" and "EducationAl Critici'sm' I'
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The person who acts as Linking Agent in a division program

change project must continually survey that curriculum imple-
mentation scene. There is need to work as an artist to main-

tain a balanced grasp of what is going on in a division as a

whole. Recognizing significant and shifting patterns, consider-

ing problems in broad contexts and facilitating the process

is the Linking Agent's function as programs are being put in
place

School principals are recognized as school building
leaders as well as members of the division administrative
team cotlaborating with division curriculum coordinatois or

superintendent,s. In school and classroom contexts, it is
assumed that principal and designates, assisted by assigned

division consultants, provide support to teachers and serve

as facilitators sharing the Linking Agent role in the school--

based implementation action.

This model assumes that each school is represented on a

division committee that coordinates division efforts. Some

person (s) ar:e needed who can be identified as Linking Agent

with that, committee and who can also interact directly with
persons in all three,division planning units and with repre-

sentat.ives of major contributing groups. Diagram g incorpor-

ates all elements of the j-mplementation model introduced in
Diagrams A and B. In Diagram C appears a symbol to repre-

sent a facilitat.ing person Joining connecting lines of the

implementation network. This cartoon symbol represents the

person (s) who operates as kelz school division Linking Agent (.s)
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in a particular program shift. Linking Agents have leadership

responsibilit.y for the implementation effort. Bal-anced and

complementary attention to the Critical Tasks is heavily depen-

dent on the monitoring and nurturing of these Linking Agents.

In some divisions this role might be centralized and fulfilled

primarily through a senior division administrator. Other

divisions might assign a consultantr seco'd a teAchef of desig-

nate facets of the role in other ways.

Qualities of an effective Linking Agent would be a sub-

ject for serious study as a division determines implementation

strategies. Flexibility would be a prime characteristic. A

Linking Àgent must be seen by active participants¡ âs a superior

teacher-helper in this model that would foster professional

growth.

6. Connectors as KeY ComPonents

Rel_ated to a1l, other features of this model are the

connective interactj-ons nurtured and sharpened by the Key

Linking Agent(s). These connectors are key components of a

model that promotes successful implementation of I( Èo XII

provinciall-y issued program guidelines. The two-way arrol{s

in Oiagrain C highlight. this process. The Linking Agent sym-

bol signifies the ongoing nurturing functions of a Linking

Agent in al1 phases of a particular change process and along

a13. paths that constitute the impl-ementation network. The

linking agent role and functions cannot be thought of as

separate from the connectors which are key pathways for the

process. ft is effectíve synthesis that leads to strengthened
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program. It involves actions along the routes through which

division professionals are rgetting good at change' as they

tackle the tasks of a particular change. The synthesis of

leadership, linking agent, and the connecting phenomena deter-

mines the quality of the change for children. This synthesis

constitutes what Serves aS the powerful catalyst for positive

change in school divisions. Superficial attention in perform-

ing leadership and linking agent functions lead to breakdown

in connections critical to success in implementation.

That Linlting Agent serves as key in the evaluative

functions of the division efforts toward K to XlL proiram

improvement. That person is a member of division-wide coordin-

ating committees that steer implementation. The Linking

Agent must assure articulation of policy and structures that

promote coordinated effort.

Concludinq Statement
on the Hard lv10de1

The six key features of this model are presented as Ínter-

dependent and are expected to contribute in complementary ways'

Zais has proposed an eclectic concept of curriculum

theory: " " a generalized set of 1ogically Ínterrelated

definitions, concepts, propositions, and other constructs that

represent a systematic view of curricular phenomena. The func-

tion of curriculum theory is to describe, predict, and explain

curricular phenomena to serve as a policy for the guidance of
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curriculum activities."16l This model may function as a

policy guide to activity in school divisions. It. highlights

theory important to implementation success. The model

summarizes and explains key relationships. It offers a

framework that incorporates theory worth utilizing in

program change efforts. The model places emphasis on five

critical tasks in implementing school programs and offers

a pattern for tackling those tasks. It identifies five

other design features necessary as context for tackling

the j-mplementatation tasks.

The model alIows any participant or group in the

implementation process to initiate the proposed actions.

Regardless of the starting point, the design generates

professional action involving the same five tasks within

the designated framework. All participants need not become

involved simultaneously. Flexibility is'inherent in the

model

The literature report includes information useful to

school division innovators on the six main features

identified in this model. This model identifies what

must have delibèrate attention in planning for change in

school programs. The specifics of how that planning

evolves depend on unique characteristics of particular

school divisions and persons participating. The mode1,

if artfully applied, promises an organized' common sense

approach to program improvement in school divisions.

161_Áals, Curriculum PrinciP les and Foundations, P.87.
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CHAPTER V

Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary Statemen! on
iFe itárdy Model for Proq ram Implementation

Holistic view of school program implementation was sought

in order to develop a model that promotes heuristic purpose'

ouragehasplacedheavlzvalueonapplicationoftechnological

rationaLity in solving problems of human behaviours. l{ot

untiL the 80's has there been so much support for combining

arts and sciences in models for reaching educational goals'

James Macdonald refers to the aesthetic dimension of

rationality as "man's capacity to cope rationally with the

world on an intuitive basis." He explains that theories

tested or validated in reality can yield "fresh perspectives."

He refers to l(uhn and the Hegelian dialectic as he builds a

case fot open appfoaches to creating curriculum designs. He

affirms that theory ought to be based upon coherent rationale.

Theory, he states, can be applied to both viewing and solving
]-62proþJ-ems.

!{acdonaldt s comments on curriculum theorizing encourage

the devel-opment of models f.or curriculum improvement. Those

models can be theoretical frameworks to guide schooL divi'sion

L62Ronald C. Doll-, curricul-um Improvement r pp. 427-428.
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planners as they generate sPecific designs for implementation

of programs. l{acdonald's views endorse a model- based on a

review of the literature, analysis of what has been exper-

ienced, and that which can be observed occurring in school

divisions. This researcher used these procedures in developing

the model described in Chapter IV of this report.

This researcher has presented a model for curriculum

implementation of K to XII programs in school divisions. The

shape of a particular curriculum process that operates in one

school- division was illumined by drawing upon past personal-

experiences. Resulting analysis and synthesis of datá derived

from these thro sources were melded with theory distilled from

the J-iterature. Such synt,hesls sharPened the focus on criti-

cal features of the process. Disciplined thinking, where

ideas were tested in real life, resul-ted in this researcherrs

Ínterpretation of curriculum theory. A model was created

that presented this researcherts Synthesis of curriculum

theory that should be incorporated in school division efforts

toward strengthened K to xII programs for chil-dren.

The model presented in chapter IV Ìs simply describe<l.

It i.s this researcherrs $¡ay of expl-aining what is cri'tical to

successful, curriculum change in school divisions. The descrip-

tÍon reflects one personrs blend of study and experi'ence syn-

thesized to present a poi'nt of view. The model- provides a

focal point for discussing a topic of major concern, If the

model prompts further analysis and experimentation, it serves

additional purpose. Critics may revamp the model, reorganize
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its elements, and create better models. Other model-builders

coul-d incorporate different theories. l4u1tipIe r^/ays are needed

for looking at the program implementation challenge. Nothing

is static. This Hardy model can only present key features

identified to date!

Six critical features are identified in the Hardy Model

for Impl-ementation. Those features are:

1. Critical Tasks ComPonent

2. Major Planning Units

3. l4ajor Contributing GrouPs

4. The Teacher as Central

5. Leadership and the Linking Agent Role

6. Connectors as KeY ComPonents'

Of those six critical f,eatures, LL is the Critical- Tasks

Component that is the major feature. The Critical Tasks

Component identifies the five key tasks of the impl-ementation

challenge to be met through application of this mode]-. This,

model is a design for helping teachers get good at change.

The model can guide school division professionals in their

efforts to st.rengthen progralns for children'

It is important to recognize that specifi.c conditi'ons

should exist in a school division if this model is t'o promote

greatest potential for positive Prograrn change. Those condi-

tions, summarized in five statements, v¡ere included in Chapter

IV of this report. Assumpti'ons of this study gi'ven in chapter I

help to explain those conditions. The model offers direc-

tion in the very complex curriculum change process.
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Strenqths of The Hardy Model

The outcome of the study has been a design that

meets the requirements that the literature proposes.

The theory distilled from the literature has been tested

in real-life program implementation activities in which

the researcher has been directly engaged. An examination

of the model can reveal key facets that the literature

reports aS essential to curriculum implementation Success.

Analysis of the model can also determine v¡ays in which

the design allows circumvention of problems that led'to

implementation failures in recent decades.

Following are overlapping statements that indicate

strengths of this model that is intended to guide

practitioners in implementing programs in a school

division:

1. clarifies the program implementation challenge
and places the teacher as central

2. recognizes professional growth as individual,
ongoing, and self-directed

3. guides division professional development

, programs

4. alIows wide application and is appropriate
for any provincialllr issued school program at
any level of the sYstem

5. reflects organized common sense in ways supported
by the literature and current opinion of
division Professionals

6. promotes cooperative approaches and ongoing
collaboration of individuals and groups

7. a1lows implementation to be initiated at any
level of Lhe system by either an individual.or
a group
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8. allows continuous entry of participants within
a coordinated, ongoing process that ensures
uninterrupted program refinement

f. incorporates ongoing diagnosis and evaluation
of the process, the programsr and the support
systems

10. has value also for a school division-initiated
program not necessarily provincially issued

11. encourages curriculum research at all levels of
the education system in the many facets high-
lighted as significant to program improvement.

Need for Testing the Model

The Hardy Model can contribute to strengthened

division programs if it is used as a planning tool fór

improving implementation practice in school d'ivisions.

It can be a point of reference for professj-onals who

want to examíne current practice or plan for future

implementation action. V'fhiIe educators may not

choose to adopt the model in its entirety, it can be

used as an j-nstrument for generating dialogue and

encouraging collaboration. The model can help prac-

titioners capture a snapshot of a current context or

project an image of a desired situation. In that way the

model can serve as significant in goal-setting. Users

of the model should test its features which are based

on the theory reported in the literature. The researcher's

pattern proposed for real-tife division action should be

carefully examined to test its practicality and viabtlity

in different division settings and for a range of programs.

Does this model help users recognize what must be done
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well for program improvement? Can the model promote

professional growth? Can the researcher's view of the

model's strengths be supported by others? These are sample

questions that could be significant in testing the model.

In expressing the background and purpose of this

study it was stated that the model to be developed

should help yield answers to common curriculum imple-

mentation questions. In testing the Hardy Model it would

be appropriate for users of the model to analyse how the

model helps yield anshlers to those same questions:

How do we get started?

!{hat really makes a difference?
hlhat should we be doing well?

How do we get good at change?

How do we recognize and circumvent barriers
to change?

I{hat should help us in any curriculum change
context?

How can râ¡e promote quality of educational
experÍence for children?

How can busy teachers helP
effectively utilize others
change process?

How might we view the change
gauge growth of participants

themselves and
in the program

process and
in the process?

Critics of this Hardy Model can contribute to the

curriculum fie1d.

Persons or groups j-nvolved in program implementa-

tion at various levels other than the school division

have reason to study this model. Planning for effective
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program implementation concerns provincial departments

of education, professional teacher groups, faculties

of education, and interested lay groups. The model can

be used as an instrument for planning program change from

any of these various perspectives.

The value of the model can be tested if it becomes

an instrument in determining plans for purposeful action

toward improved programs for children. Such use will

ultimately reveal the strengths and gaps of the design.

Practical application can lead to refinement or reshaping

of the model. Testing the model will also contribute

to cl-arification of what needs to be further researched

in the curriculum implementation field.

Other Suggestions for Further Research

Need for further research on improving school

programs is repeatedly referred to in the literature

report of this study. Other curriculurn writers raise

questions that this researcher recognised as signifi-

cant while in the process of deriving the Hardy lrlodel.

More informatioñ would strengthen the likelihood of

effective application of the model.

In developing this model for curriculum implemen-

tation, topics emerged for further investigation. Those

topics are closely related and can be identified in a

wide variety of clusters. Following is one example of

how research needs can be expressed with subheadings
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for future studies:

I ssue s

a) models for division implementation of
provincially issued curricula

b) division-wide curriculum implementation
committees

c) authority issues in program implementation
and the elected representative

2. Leadership Concerns

a) leadership development in school divisions
b) the linking agent role in the curriculum

change process
c) teacher-principal relationships significant

to program improvement

3. Teacher Supports and Inservice Needs

a) patterns for encouraging professional
development

b) involvement of faculties of education
in division-based inservice related
to program imPlementation

c) consultative support to teachers engaged
in program improvement

d) school program change and the adult
learner

Program Change at the Classroom Level-

a) teacher-student interaction in classrooms
that relate to program shifts

b) descriptive classroom studies

5 Ongoing Evaluation of
tation Process

Programs and the Implemen-

a) formative evaluation of program change
projects

b) stages and levels for evaluation
c) communication issues in program evaluation
d) methods for evaluating in program shifts

Concludinq Statement on Proqram Improvement

Change in school programs should be deliberately

planned to promote quality in educational opportunities

for children. This researcher has presented a design

4
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for generating plans that might strengthen K to XII

school programs in school divisions. The model incorpo-

rates six critical features" The major feature is the

Critical Tasks Component. Professional growth is an

expected outcome if division participants effectively

engage in tackling the five critical tasks in ways this

researcher suggests. Relationships between the key

features are highlighted in the model. The model

promotes ongoing professional growth which is required for

significant improvemerrt in school programs for children.
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